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Transformation of Beam-Sensitive Molecules
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Nilesh Vats

Submitted to the Department of Materials and Earth Sciences on May 12th, 2021 in

Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Natural Science in

Materials Science

Abstract

Since the invention of the transmission electron microscope (TEM) in 1931 by Max Knoll

and Ernst Ruska, modern TEMs underwent remarkable developments in its overall stability

and electron optics. In particular, correction of higher-order lens aberrations has facilitated

structural characterization of single molecules at atomic resolution. This improvement

in resolution has greatly assisted the design and development of new nanoobjects in

the field of materials and biological sciences. However, taking full advantage of these

developments requires high chemical purity in the sample preparation technique and an

electron transparent sample support that not only ensures the reliability in structural

characterization, but also boosts the signal-to-noise ratio of TEM images. Moreover,

the electron beam in TEMs, in addition to image formation, can be used for structural

transformation due to the strong interaction of electrons with the investigated material.

In this thesis, the structure of mass-selected molecular species, deposited on graphene

via electro-spray ion beam deposition (ES-IBD), is investigated by aberration-corrected

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) at acceleration voltages

between 60 and 80 kV. Due to its impressive electronic and mechanical properties, single-

layer graphene (SLG) is used as TEM substrate throughout this work. The transfer

methodology of the SLG, obtained by mechanical exfoliation or chemical vapor deposition

(CVD), to the TEM grids is presented, followed by thorough structural characterization

to analyze the morphology and crystallinity of the transferred SLG using HRTEM. First,
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beam-sensitive organic molecules such as cytochrome-class hemeprotein (cytochrome-

c), chaperonin complex protein molecule (GroEL), copper-pthalocyanine (CuPc) and

complex molecular magnetic systems in the form of single molecule magnets (SMMs)

were investigated. The results showed that despite the presence of the highly conductive

substrate and the use of low electron acceleration voltages, small organic molecules did

not survive. However, large globular proteins showed some level of electron resistance

before suffering radiation damage.

Next, the molecular structure of single phosphotungstic acid (PTA) anion molecules

deposited by either ES-IBD or the drop-cast method was analyzed and compared. The

results showed homogeneous morphology of the samples prepared by ES-IBD. Furthermore,

by varying coverage and landing energy, it was possible to modify the required morphology.

This allowed better control of deposition as compared to the drop cast approach. A main

advantage of ES-IBD is the chemical purity during deposition. This is not guaranteed in

the drop-cast technique which is performed under ambient conditions.

The main part of this thesis deals with the electron-beam-induced transformation of

alkali-iodide molecules (CsI, RbI, KI and NaI). The deposited alkali iodide nanoparticles

were intentionally exposed to the electron beam to disintegrate them into single ions. It

is found that during electron exposure these ions form regular clusters consisting of 4

to 7 atoms, or 2D-crystals. Notably, in the case of CsI, 2D-crystals form only on BLG,

whereas on SLG only atomic clusters were formed. HRTEM in combination with electron

energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) is employed to identify the atomic species of the 2D

crystals on the atomic scale. In the case of NaI, 2D-crystals form on SLG. Their crystal

structure corresponds to the CsCl-type, which has not been reported before.

The etching behavior of graphene in the presence of alkali-iodide species is observed in

HRTEM experiments for all the deposited species (CsI, RbI, KI, and NaI). By measuring

the increase in the perimeter of etched holes in SLG, the rate of etching has been calculated.

We found that etching was faster in the presence of both alkali and halide ions, as compared

to the presence of only one ionic species. First-principles DFT simulation studies were

performed to understand the interaction of alkali-iodide dimers on SLG. These calculations

yielded quantitative estimates on the charge transfer between the dimer species and the

underlying SLG. It was found that adsorption of alkali-iodide on SLG reduces the bonding

electron density between the carbon atoms, thus reducing the C-C binding energy. This

effect makes the SLG susceptible to damage when exposed to 80-keV electrons, which

establishes the catalytic behavior of alkali-iodide species as etchants of SLG.
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Kurzfassung

Seit der Erfindung des Elektronenmikroskops durch Max Knoll und Ernst Ruska im Jahre

1931 erfolgte im Bereich der Elektronenoptik und der mechanischen und elektronischen

Stabilisierung eine beeindruckende technische Entwicklung. So eröglicht die inzwischen

realisierte Korrektur von Linsenfehlern höherer Ordnung die strukturelle Analyse einzelner

Moleküle und Atome und damit einen Zugang zum Verständnis von Nanomaterialien.

Um dies zu erreichen, ist eine hohe chemische Reinheit der Nanomaterialien zwingend

erforderlich. Außerdem werden extrem dünne elektronentransparente Substrate benötigt,

damit die atomaren Objekte deutlich von der Unterlage unterschieden werden können.

Neben der Abbildung wird der Elektronenstrahl in dieser Arbeit auch zur gezielten

strukturellen Veränderung der untersuchten Nanostrukturen verwendet. Dies wird durch

die starke Wechselwirkung der schnellen Elektronen mit dem untersuchten Material

ermöglicht.

In dieser Arbeit wird die Struktur masse-selektierter Moleküle untersucht, die mittels

electro-spray ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD) auf Graphen deponiert wurden. Die elektro-

nenmikroskopische Abbildung erfolgt mit Hilfe der aberrationskorrigierten hochauflösenden

Elektronenmikroskopie (AC-HRTEM) bei Beschleunigungsspannungen zwischen 60 und

80 kV. Graphen wird als Substrat wegen seiner besonderen elektrischen und mechanis-

chen Eigenschaften benutzt. Die Methoden, um Graphen auf ein TEM-Trägernetzchen

aufzubringen (mechanische Delaminierung und chemical vapor deposition (CVD)), sowie

die Charakterisierung des Graphens mittels TEM, werden diskutiert.

In ersten Untersuchungen wurden bestrahlungsempfindliche organische Moleküle

untersucht, darunter Hämprotein Cytochrom-C, Chaperonin-Komplex-Proteinmolekül

GroEL, Kupfer-Phthalocyanid (CuPc) und molekulare magnetische Systeme. Trotz des

elektrisch leitfähigen Substrats und der geringen Beschleunigungsspannung wurden die

Nanostrukturen im Elektronenstrahl sehr schnell zerstört. Dagegen zeigten globuläre

Proteine eine etwas bessere Beständigkeit auf.

In einem nächsten Schritt wurden Moleküle der Wolframatophosphorsäure aufgebracht.

Hierbei wurde ES-IBD mit der Drop-Cast-Methode verglichen. Es zeigte sich, dass die
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Vorteile von ES-IBD darin liegen, dass homogenere Schichten mit sehr hoher chemischer

Reinheit aufgebracht werden können. Weiterhin ist mittels ES-IBD eine deutlich besser

kontrollierbare Deposition möglich, da die Belegungsdichte und die Landeenergie der

Moleküle gezielt gesteuert werden kann.

Der Hauptteil dieser Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der elektronenstrahlinduzierten Trans-

formation von Alkalihalogeniden (CsI, RbI, KI und NaI). Die Deposition resultierte in

Nanokristalliten, die unter Einwirkung des Elektronenstrahls in einzelne Alkali- und Halo-

genionen zerlegt wurden. Während der Bestrahlung bildeten sich aus diesen Ionen reguläre

Cluster aus 2 bis 7 Ionen sowie 2-dimensionale (2D) Kristalle. Bemerkenswerterweise

bildeten sich 2D-Kristalle im Falle von CsI nur auf zweilagigem Graphen (BLG), wogegen

auf einlagigem Graphen (SLG) nur kleine Cluster gefunden wurden. Mittels HRTEM und

Elektronen-Energieverlustspektroskopie (EELS) konnte die chemische Zusammensetzung

der 2D-Kristalle auf atomarem Maßstab bestimmt werden. Im Falle von NaI bildeten

sich 2D-Kristalle auch auf SLG. Ihre Struktur entsprach, im Gegensatz zur normalen

3D-Struktur von NaI, dem CsCl-Strukturtyp.

Es wurde beobachtet, dass die gleichzeitige Anwesenheit von Halogen- und Alka-

liionen zu verstärktem Ätzen des Graphensubstrats führt, dass Alkalihalogenide also

bei diesem Prozess katalytisch wirken. Dies wurde experimentell durch Vermessen des

Wachstums von Löchern im Graphen bestimmt. Im Falle der Anwesenheit nur einer

Ionensorte ist die Ätzrate deutlich geringer. Um die Wechselwirkung zwischen Alka-

lihalogeniden und Graphen zu verstehen, wurden Dichtefunktionalrechnungen (DFT)

durchgeführt. Es wurde gezeigt, dass ein Ladungstransfer zwischen Graphen und den

Alkalihalogenid-Ionen stattfindet. Dieser Ladungstransfer ist besonders hoch, wenn Alkali-

und Halogenionen gleichzeitig vorhanden sind. Der Ladungstransfer führt in diesem Fall

zu einer markanten Reduktion der Bindungselektronen im Graphen und dadurch zu einer

verminderten Bindung zwischen den Kohlestoffatomen. Dies hat eine verstärkte Ätzrate

unter Elektronenbestrahlung zur Folge.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”The nature has always looked like a horrible mess, but as we go along, we see patterns

and put theories together; a certain clarity comes, and things get simpler.”

-Richard P. Feynman

(The Strange Theory of Light and Matter)

Understanding the atomic structure of materials is a key step to understanding function.

The spectrum of continuously evolving nanoscale materials, especially of low-dimensional

materials [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], with promising applications[6, 7, 3, 8], demands atomic-scale

investigation techniques competent enough of resolving subtle structural deviation and

interaction between molecular and atomic species [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Aberration-corrected

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) is among the few available

characterization tools that allow both structural and chemical identification on the sub-

angstrom level.[14, 15, 16, 17, 18] Besides, the reliability and efficiency of HRTEM

investigation predominantly depends on the preparation of suitable samples. For instance,

the presence of an impurity atom/molecule on a surface can lead to an undesired interaction

with the studied molecular species and thus can inhibit structure determination. Hence,

it is important to combine atomic-scale characterization with a chemically pure surface

preparation method to affirm the presence of only desired molecular species and to correlate

the observed structural features with the molecular structure under study.

Electrospray ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD) is the most suitable deposition technique

for preparation of highly pure adsorbates on a surface.[19, 20] It employs soft ionization

to transfer intact molecular ionic species from solution to the gas phase without disinte-

gration and even capable of maintaining conformations. A crucial feature of the ES-IBD

instrumentation setup is the mass analyzer. It enables mass selection of the desired

species among the spectrum of ions produced by the source, resulting in a pristine ion

beam constituting singular species in a specific charge state. In addition, the deposition
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takes place under high-vacuum conditions that further ensures the chemical purity of

the prepared surface.[21] Another key advantage of ES-IBD is its precise control of the

kinetic energy of the ions produced, as it can be useful in determining the interaction

of the analyte species with the sample surface. Depending on their kinetic energy, the

generated ion beam or molecular/atomic species can undergo either soft or reactive landing

on the substrate.[22] Soft-landing deposition is advantageous in preserving the overall

structure and viability of the large, complex and weakly-bound molecular species, whereas

reactive-landing deposition involves high-impact collision of the molecular species resulting

in their fragmentation.[23] Moreover, reactive landing can cause covalent bond formation

between the fragmented species and the substrate, which is important in immobilization

of deposited species on surfaces by creating pinning sites.[24] In this thesis, ES-IBD is

combined with AC-HRTEM. By this combination, fundamental investigations in the field

of condensed-matter physics become possible.

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the morphology of selected molecular and

atomic species deposited on freestanding substrates on the atomic level. First, the thesis

aims at exploiting the advantage of graphene as an ideal TEM substrate to observe the

structure of beam-sensitive molecular species using low-voltage (60-80 kV) aberration-

corrected TEM and to demonstrate the structure and morphology variation during electron

irradiation. Second, molecular species robust to electron-beam irradiation are mass-selected

and deposited on graphene via ES-IBD under highly controlled conditions where landing

energy and coverage of the molecular species are varied with the aim of preparing surfaces

with distinct morphologies. Third, I intentionally apply electron irradiation of the alkali-

iodide molecular cluster species on graphene to produce electron-beam-engineered 2D and

3D materials on graphene with different numbers of layers. Finally, by means of first-

principles density functional theory (DFT) and detailed experimental HRTEM analysis,

morphology and electronic properties of alkali-iodide clusters with respect to SLG are

elucidated. The dissertation is structured as follows:

The results obtained from HRTEM investigation is central to this thesis. Therefore,

I have selected Chapter 2 (”Fundamentals”) to present the basics of HRTEM image

formation and the mechanism of radiation damage in the TEM. In addition, fundamentals

of electrospray ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD) are briefly discussed. Graphene used in

this work was obtained via two methods, (i) mechanical exfoliation and (ii) commercially

acquired graphene, grown on copper foils by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Chapter 3

discusses the importance of graphene as a TEM substrate and different methodologies to

transfer graphene onto TEM grids. Here, I have divided transfer methods for CVD-grown

graphene into two categories, namely with PMMA and without PMMA. In addition, as we
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are in the realm of surface science, it is vital that the surface remains contamination-free

and hence the platinum-induced catalytic cleaning procedure developed by Longchamp et

al.[25] is discussed in detail. Moreover, TEM characterization for structural description of

graphene and methods for quantifying different layers of graphene are presented.

In Chapter 4, HRTEM investigation of beam-sensitive organic molecules is discussed.

Here, HRTEM results of large globular proteins such as cytochrome-C (C42H52FeN8O6S2),

GroEL, of copper-pthalocyanine (CuPc) (C32H16CuN8) and of a complex molecular

magnetic system [Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm in the form of single molecule magnets (SMMs)

on graphene is discussed. As an exception, [Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm was deposited and

characterized on single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT). Here primarily, the morphology

of damaged and undamaged molecular structures of deposited species is presented. In

Chapter 5, the versatility of ES-IBD in preparing TEM samples is presented. Here,

mass-selected deposition, facilitating the identification of single polyoxometalate (POM)

anions [PW12O40]3− on SLG is the center of attention. Moreover, the chapter highlights

the highly controlled nature of ES-IBD, where the landing energy and coverage of the

molecular species on surfaces can be tuned to achieve desired surface morphologies.

In Chapter 6, the consequence of electron-beam irradiation on selective rearrangement

of CsI cluster with respect to SLG and BLG is discussed. Selective formation of 2D-CsI

crystals on BLG and SLG after prolonged electron irradiation is verified by HRTEM and

electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis. Clusters consisting of 4, 6, 7, and 8 ions

of CsI and RbI that are exclusively observed on SLG have been explained using modelling

and corresponding HRTEM image simulation. In Chapter 7, the electron-beam-induced

catalytic behavior of alkali-iodides with respect to SLG is presented and validated by

means of first-principles density functional theory (DFT). The rate of etching of holes in

graphene is calculated and compared for the cases when only alkali metal, only iodine,

alkali-iodide and no adatom on the graphene edge is present. In Chapter 8, I have

summarized my PhD work and provided the outlook for future work. Finally, in Chapter

9, appendix section elucidating theoretical methods, density functional theory (DFT) and

molecular dynamics (MD) has been included as supplementary information.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals

2.1 High-Resolution Transmission Electron

Microscopy (HRTEM)

The basic principle of characterizing materials using the transmission electron microscope

(TEM) is to illuminate an electron-transparent specimen with a broad electron beam

and then recording its magnified image. The history of the TEM dates back to 1931,

when the contribution of Ernst Ruska, Max Knoll and their research group led to the

development of the first TEM, for which the Nobel prize was awarded to Ernst Ruska

in 1986. Since then, many developments have taken place in TEM instrumentation and

methods, nowadays allowing for sub-angstrom resolution.[16, 15, 14]

A complex assembly of various components constitutes the TEM instrument. It consists of

an electron gun, a condenser lens system, a specimen stage, an objective lens, a projector-

lens system and the camera system as a recording device. The generation of the electron

beam takes place by extracting electrons from the tip of a crystalline material situated in

the electron gun. For the emission of electrons from the tip, there exist three methods,

thermionic emission, Schottky field emission and cold field emission. Emitted electrons

are accelerated to a kinetic energy of typically 60 − 200 keV. The fast electrons pass

through the condenser lens system, typically in the arrangement of condenser lens 1 (CL1)

and condenser lens 2 (CL2), where C1 controls the beam current and C2 controls the

convergence or divergence of the electron beam. Within the specimen the fast electrons

interact elastically or inelastically with the specimen. The elastically scattered electrons

mainly contribute to the HRTEM image. The transmitted electrons are focused by the

objective lens and produce an image, which is then magnified by the projector lens system

and is finally recorded by the recording device.
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

A modern TEM can be equipped with a monochromator, and lenses for correcting

spherical aberration and chromatic aberration. Aberration correctors significantly improve

image resolution, which is of particular importance at low operating voltages. This

facilitates performing specimen characterization at atomic resolution.

2.1.1 Image Formation

In the TEM, the basic principle of HRTEM image formation§ is as follows (Figure 2.1(a,b)):

The specimen is illuminated with an almost parallel electron beam. The incoming electron

beam undergoes diffraction when trasmitted through the specimen. The angle of diffraction

is determined by Bragg’s law. The diffracted electron beams from the specimen experience

phase shifts depending on the scattering angle. In the next step, the objective lens focuses

parallel electron beams to a diffraction spot in the back focal plane. In the diffraction

pattern, each spot ’g’ reflects a partial beam of wave vector ’kg’. Finally, the partial

beams are transferred to the image plane, where they are brought to interference and an

HRTEM image is formed, which is recorded by a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera.

In the next section we go through the image formation process step by step.

Figure 2.1: (a) Scheme of HRTEM imaging setup and (b) information transfer in case of

HRTEM imaging.

§This section is summarized from the literature: Rolf Erni. Aberration-corrected imaging in transmis-

sion electron microscopy, Imperial College Press, London, 2010.
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

The incident electron beam is described by a plane wave and the specimen is considered

as a phase object, and hence, only the phase of the electron wave is modulated, whereas

the amplitude of the incident electron wave remains unchanged. This change in phase is

described by exp(−iφ(r)), where,

φ(r) =
π

λU
Vt(r) (2.1)

U= acceleration voltage of the TEM, Vt(r) = projected elctrostactic potential, λ =

wavelength of the electrons (relativistic) given by Equation 2.2.

λ =
hc√

2EE0 + E2
(2.2)

Here, h = Planck’s constant, c = speed of light, E = kinetic energy of the electrons

and E0 = rest energy of the electrons.

Whenφ(r) << 1, exp(−iφ(r)) ≈ 1− iφ(r) (2.3)

ψep(r) = 1− iφ(r) (2.4)

The above equation expresses the weak phase object approximation.

The wave at the back-focal plane (ψbfp(q) ) is the Fourier transform of the exit-plane

wave:

ψbfp(q) = F [ψep(r)] = ψep(q) (2.5)

Here, q is a two-dimensional reciprocal space vector. The intensity of the spots in the

diffraction pattern is given by the following equation:

Id = |ψep(q)|2 (2.6)

In the next step, the electron wave travels from the back focal plane ψep(q) to the

image plane. The wave function at the image plane ψ(r) is described by:

ψ(r) = F−1 |ψep(q)t(q)| (2.7)

ψ(r) = ψep(r)⊗ t(r) (2.8)
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

Here, t(q), which is a complex transfer function, describes the characteristic of the

microscope and ⊗ denotes ”convolution”. By substituting equation (2.4) in (2.8), we

obtain the equation of the electron wave at the image plane:

ψ(r) = (1 + φ(r))⊗= [t(r)]− iφ(r)⊗< [t(r)] (2.9)

where the imaginary and real parts of the complex transfer function are given by = [t(r)]

and < [t(r)] . Moreover, the image intensity in the weak phase object approximation can

be expressed as:

I(r) = [ψ(r)]2 = (1 + 2(φ(r)))⊗= [t(r)] (2.10)

The complex transfer function t(q) expressed in equation (2.7) describes the character-

istic of the TEM, and depends on factors such as objective lens defocus, coherence of the

illuminating electron beam, mechanical/electrical instabilities, and the recording process.

Disturbance in any of the mentioned factors can influence t(q) and therefore, affect the

final TEM image.

Contribution of Lens Effect in TEM

The objective lens in a TEM is not ideal and it induces phase shifts to the electron

wave and therefore, the spatial frequencies of the phase of the exit wave ψep(r) are not

transferred equally to the image plane. This effect on the complex transfer function t(q)

is expressed by a new transfer function t(l)(q) as:

t(l)(q) = exp

(
−2πi

λ
χ(q)

)
(2.11)

where, χ(q) is an aberration function of the electron wave and is described by:

χ(q) =
1

2
q2λ2C1 +

1

4
q4λ4Cs (2.12)

and C1 is the objective lens defocus and Cs the spherical aberration of the objective

lens. Since for small angles qλ ≈ θ, equation (2.12) can be expressed as a function of the

scattering angle, χ(θ):

χ(θ) =
1

2
θ2C1 +

1

4
θ4Cs (2.13)

The above equation (2.13) does not include the higher-order aberrations. From

equation (2.10), which describes the intensity of a weak phase object, it is the imaginary

part of the complex transfer function tl(q) that is of importance for phase contrast imaging.
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

Therefore, the phase contrast transfer function tc(q) is obtained by substituting equation

(2.12) into equation (2.11):

tc(q) = sin

[
−π
(
λq2C1 +

1

2
λ3q4Cs

)]
(2.14)

From the above equation it is clear that, when both defocus C1 = 0 and Cs = 0, then

tc = 0, which means that no phase contrast is produced in the final image. Hence, C1

and Cs are the characteristics of the objective lens necessary for producing phase contrast.

For a desired result in phase contrast imaging, both C1 and Cs have to be optimized.

Scherzer Focus

For a non-aberration corrected TEM, the objective lens has a constant value of (Cs). In

this case, the value of the defocus (C1) can be tuned to obtain an optimized coherent

phase contrast transfer function. This optimization of the coherent transfer function using

(C1) is known as the Scherzer defocus and is denoted by (C1scherzer), which is expressed

as:

C1scherzer = −
(

4

3
λCs

)−1/2

(2.15)

In the case of an aberration-corrected TEM, the Scherzer defocus helps in optimizing

coherent contrast transfer function by not only reducing (Cs), but also other higher-order

aberrations.

Partial Temporal Coherence

The characteristics of the transfer function is also influenced by the temporal and spatial

coherence of the electron beam. Among the two, partial temporal coherence Et(q) is

dependent on the focus spread of the electron beam. The focus spread depends on

chromatic aberration (Cc) and energy spread of the electron beam. The partial temporal

coherence function is expressed as follows:

Et(q) = exp

(
−1

2
π2∆2

fλ
2q4

)
(2.16)

∆f = Cc

√√√√((∆U

U0

)2

+ 4

(
∆I

I0

)2(
∆Erms
E0

)2
)

(2.17)

The function Et(q), is the damping envelope, which primarily damps high spatial

frequencies (refer Figure 2.2). In the equation (2.17),
(

∆U
U0

)
and

(
∆I
I0

)
are the instabilities
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

of the high tension and objective lens current and ∆Erms is the root mean square of the

energy spread of the electron beam.

Partial Spatial Coherence

The partial spatial coherence function Es(q) is due to the finite size of the electron source,

which leads to a deviation from parallel illumination. As a result, the electron beam that

illuminates the specimen consists of partial waves with different wave vectors diverging

with a semi-angle θs and therefore each partial wave generates a partial image. Es(q) is

expressed as follows:

Es(q) = exp
[
−π2θ2

s

(
q2C2

1 + 2λ2q4C1Cs + λ4q6C2
s

)]
(2.18)

Phase Contrast Transfer Function (PCTF) for Partial Coherent Illumination

The phase-contrast transfer function for partial coherent illumination is the product of all

the contributions to the transfer function in the frequency spectrum. It is expressed as:

t(q) = ta(q)tc(q)Et(q)Es(q) (2.19)

where ta(q) is the transfer function contribution due to the objective aperture. As the

objective aperture is not generally applied during HRTEM imaging, its value is considered

as 1. From above equation (2.19), it is possible to characterize the resolving power of

a TEM. Individual contributions to the phase-contrast transfer function are plotted in

Figure 2.2 and the values in the plot correspond to the JEOL ARM 200F (30−200 kV)

TEM used for experiments in this work.

The information transferred by the TEM with the given set of values reaches up to

q ≈ 8.3 nm−1.

2.1.2 Resolution

The resolution of an instrument is defined as the smallest distance between two points it

is able to resolve.

Diffraction-limited Resolution

The theoretical resolution limited by diffraction (diffraction limit) of any microscope

without aberration can be derived using Abbe’s formula (d = λ
2ηsin(α)

) in Rayleigh criterion

for a circular aperture. Here, η is the refractive index and α the aperture angle. This

results in:
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

Figure 2.2: Phase contrast transfer function with contributions from individual various

transfer functions. The values employed to obtain the plots are: E = 80 kV, C1 = -2.5

nm, Cs = 1µm, ∆f = 4 nm, θs = 0.5 mrad and λ = 4.017 pm.

d =
0.61λ

sin(α)
≈ 0.61λ (2.20)

Therefore, diffraction-limited resolution is primarily limited by the wavelength.

Point Resolution

The first zero intersection of the phase contrast transfer function under Scherzer conditions

is the point resolution (dr) and is given by:

dr = 0.66
(
Csλ

3
)1/4

(2.21)

From the above equation, we know that the point resolution can be improved by

either decreasing the wavelength of the electron beam or by optimizing the value of the

spherical aberration (Cs). Point resolution can also be expressed in terms of usable angle

θ0.

dr =
0.61λ

sin(θ0)
(2.22)
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

Here, the usable angle is proportional to the value of (Cs) by θ0 = 0.92 (λ/Cs)
1/4.

Information Limit

Per definition, the information limit is the spatial frequency, q, for which the spatial or

temporal coherences, Et and Es, shown in equation (2.16) and (2.18), reach the value of

(1/e2). Therefore, the information limit due to partial temporal coherence (dt) and partial

spatial coherence (ds) is given by equations:

dt =
1

qt
=

(
π∆fλ

2

)1/2

(2.23)

and

ds =
1

qs
=

(
π2θ2

sλ
4C2

s

2

)1/6

(2.24)

For calculating ds, the value was set to Es = 1/e2 and defocus = 0 in equation (2.18).

Specimen-Limited Resolution

The obtainable specimen-related resolution [26] (dspecimen) is dependent on the electron

dose D, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast. It is expressed as:

dspecimen =

√
d2
r +

(S/N)2

C2D
(2.25)

where dr is the point resolution (instrument-related resolution governed mainly by

wavelength of electrons), S/N the signal to noise ratio, C the contrast and D the electron

dose. From Equation (2.25), we can say that specimen resolution (dspecimen) improves

as the electron dose increases. Contrast in an image originates from the difference in

brightness between object and the background. The atom contrast in HRTEM image

can be judged with either the Weber formula or the Michelson formula. Image contrast

suggested by the two method is expressed as:

CW =
Ib − Ia
Ib

(2.26)

and

CM =
Ia − Ib
Ib + Ia

(2.27)

where CW is the Weber contrast, CM the Michelson contrast, Ia the image intensity at

the center of an atom and Ib the intensity of the background. In the case of a high electron
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

dose, the SNR of the images is high, and the disturbance induced by electron noise in the

image contrast is very low. However, in the low-dose case, due to the enhanced statistical

fluctuation of the electron signal in the image pixels, the identification of the objects is

degraded. Hence, ds is an important quantity and heavily depends on the electron dose

the specimen can tolerate.

2.1.3 Radiation Damage Mechanism in TEM

The following section is based on published literatures.*

The electron beam interaction with the specimen in a TEM can lead to damage of

the specimen by events such as knock-on-displacement, electrostatic charging, electron

beam heating and radiolysis. These events can be either due to elastic scattering or

due to inelastic scattering. In the elastic scattering process, electrostatic deflection of

the incoming electrons by the Coulomb field of atomic nuclei takes place. In case of

an almost head-on collision, an energy, which is sufficient to displace the atom from its

initial site, can be transferred to the nucleus. This scattering process is called knock-on

displacement. In the case of scattering at a surface-near atom, this process can lead to

the sputtering of atoms from the material. On the other hand, in the case of an inelastic

scattering process, the fast incoming electrons interact with atomic electrons surrounding

the nucleus leading to a weakening of atomic bonds. Inelastic scattering of electrons is

responsible for radiation damage such as radiolysis, electrostatic charging and electron

beam induced heating of samples under TEM investigation. Among all types of radiation

damage mentioned above, two of the main types, are briefly explained below.

Knock-on Damage

Knock-on damage is the result of elastic scattering between the incoming primary electrons

and the atomic nucleus. As per principle of conservation of energy theory, the amount of

energy, E, transferred to the atomic nucleus, is given by:

E = Emaxsin
2

(
θ

2

)
(2.28)

Emax is the maximum transferred energy in a head-on collision and is given by,

*David B. Williams and C. Barry Carter. Transmission electron microscopy 2nd Edition. Springer

Science + Business Media, New York, 2009. Florian Banhart. In-situ electron microscopy at high

resolution. World Scientific Publishing, Singapore, 2008. Egerton, R. Understanding Radiation Damage

in Beam-Sensitive TEM Specimens. Microscopy and Microanalysis, 26(S2), 84-86 (2020).
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2.1. HIGH-RESOLUTION TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY (HRTEM)

Emax =
2ME0(E0 + 2m0c

2)

2ME0 + (m0 +M)2c2
(2.29)

where, M is the nuclear mass of the target atom, E0 is the energy of the incident

electron beam, and m0 is the electron rest mass. As m0 <<M and E0 <<< Mc2 this can

be simplified and rewritten as,

Emax =
2E0

Mc2

(
E0 + 2m0c

2
)

(2.30)

When E exceeds the displacement energy of atoms Ed, the creation of a Frenkel pair

consisting of an interstitial atom and a vacancy, takes place and this type of radiation

damage is termed as knock-on damage. Generally, knock-on damage in material systems

can be circumvented by reducing E0 such that Emax is smaller than Ed of the atomic

species present in the target material. From the above equation (2.28), the transferred

energy is directly proportional to the scattering angle. The elastic scattering cross section

(also known as probability of scattering) over an angular interval [θmin, θmax] can be

calculated using the following equation:

σ [θmin, θmax] = 2π

∫ θmax

θmin

∂σ

∂Ω
sinθ dθ (2.31)

where ∂σ
∂Ω

denotes the differential scattering cross section and Ω the solid angle,

Ω = 2π (1− cosθ) (2.32)

and

dΩ = 2πsinθ dθ (2.33)

Ionization Damage

Radiolysis means electron-beam-induced damage of a specimen due to inelastic scattering.

Inelastically scattered electrons suffer energy losses from few eV (displacing outer shell

electrons) to hundreds of eV (displacing inner shell electrons). In metals, electrons

displaced due to inelastic scattering are quickly replaced by other electrons and therefore

no permanent damage is produced. This is different in non-metallic materials, such as

semiconducting or insulating samples. Here, the lifetime of the excited state is longer

providing enough time for breaking of bonds and permanent atom displacement. The

cross section for the electron-electron interaction depends mainly on the critical ionization

energy (Ecin). In order to excite electrons from a given shell, the incident electron energy

(E0) should be greater than the critical ionization energy. Ecin increases for electrons that
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2.2. ELECTROSPRAY ION-BEAM DEPOSITION

are closer to the nucleus, which means (Ecin) for L shell electrons is lower than for the

electron present in the K shell. Moreover, Ecin increases with an increase in atomic mass

and therefore is directly proportional to the atomic number Z of an atom. Finally, the

ionization cross section σin is given by:

σin =
πe4bsns
E0Ecin

log
E0cs
Ecin

(2.34)

Here, ns is the number of electrons in the ionized subshell, bs and cs are constants for

the specific shell.

Therefore, lower values of E0 will result in higher electron−electron interaction leading to

an increase in ionization-related damage of the specimen. Organic and polymer specimens

are prone to ionization damage as they mostly consist of atomic species with low atomic

numbers and weak steric constraints. In summary, ionization damage increases with a

decrease in the energy of the incident electron beam and knock-on damage increases with

an increase in E0. Hence, imaging conditions (i.e. electron dose and acceleration voltage)

must be optimized based on the type of specimen under investigation.

2.2 Electrospray Ion-Beam Deposition

Electrospray ionization (ESI) is a process using large, non-volatile molecules, which are

gently produced from analyte solution into gas phase ions.[19, 20] By doing so, ESI

preserves the intactness and purity of the ions produced. For its discovery, John B. Fenn

together with Koichi Tanaka and Kurt Wüthrich were awarded a Nobel Prize in chemistry

in the year 2002. This discovery has enabled the ionization of a variety of complex and

large molecules and therefore provides access to materials that are generally not possible

to fabricate using conventional vacuum-based deposition techniques.

The salient features of ES-IBD are the following:

• Destruction-free landing of molecules on surfaces.

• Chemical selective preparation of molecular ions that provide selectivity and speci-

ficity.

• Direct control of molecular coverage and distribution.

• Tunable landing energies of molecules on surfaces.

• Well-defined high-vacuum deposition condition (∼ 10−6 mbar for the work presented

in this thesis).
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2.2. ELECTROSPRAY ION-BEAM DEPOSITION

The example of successfully deposited intact species using ES-IBD vary from clus-

ter ions[27], organometallic complexes[28], peptides[29], proteins[29, 30], DNA[31], to

viruses[32].

A typical scheme of the ES-IBD set-up that was used for depositing molecular species

in our TEM sample preparation is shown in Figure 2.3. It consists of a metal capillary,

a quadrupole mass selector and a time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Their individual

function and work flow of the ES-IBD set-up[33, 34] is illustrated in the next section.

2.2.1 ES-IBD Workflow

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a custom-built ES-IBD set-up employed for

deposition experiments.

Electrospray Ionization (ESI)

Electrospray ionization (ESI) takes place at ambient pressure. The analyte solution,

consisting of the desired molecule for deposition dissolved in a solvent, is infused via a

syringe into the metal capillary (Figure 2.3). The metal capillary is held at high electric

potential of the order ∼ 3 kV.[36] At the opening of the metal capillary tip, the resulting

electric field helps in ion separation, and subsequent a production of charged droplets

takes place (Figure 2.4). Depending upon the operation mode (positive or negative), a

minute amount of acid or base is added to the analyte mixture solution. Just before the

release of the solution as charged droplets, the analyte solution at the metal capillary

tip is dramatically distorted into a cone[37] and this shape is referred to as the Taylor

cone[38, 39]. The Taylor cone’s sharp curvature provides an enhanced electric field at the

tip and it further leads to the release of fine mist of charged droplets into the air. These

charged droplets drift towards the counter electrode and during this process droplets
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2.2. ELECTROSPRAY ION-BEAM DEPOSITION

Figure 2.4: Scheme of electrospray ionization (ESI) process and Taylor-cone formation at

the emitter-tip operated in positive mode. Adapted from Ref.[35]

undergo successive solvent evaporation at constant charge (Figure 2.4)[35]. Successive

reduction in droplet size causes an increase in charge density and it reaches to a level,

where the surface tension (γ) of the droplet equals the Columb repulsion. In this situation,

the Rayleigh limit[40] is reached and is denoted by:

zR =
8π

e

√
ε0γR3 (2.35)

where R is the radius of the droplet and ε the permittivity of vacuum.

This limits the charge-carrying capacity of the droplet. Further increase in Columb

repulsion causes droplets to disintegrate into even smaller droplets and ultimately single

gas phase ions are generated.[41] The ambient air mostly provides thermal energy needed

for solvent evaporation but at times, external heat is also applied.

Depending on the type of analyte molecule and its properties, the release of gas

phase isolated molecular ions can be explained.[42, 43] Available hypotheses suggest three

possible mechanisms (see Figure 2.5):

• CRM: The charged residue model (CRM)[44] is among the oldest explanations and
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2.2. ELECTROSPRAY ION-BEAM DEPOSITION

Figure 2.5: Mechanism of gas phase ion generation in the ESI process.

is widely accepted for the family of native proteins (globular). In this case, the ion

is generated via a complete evaporation of the solvent shell.

• IEM: The ion evaporation model (IEM)[45] is suitable for light ionic species (prefer-

ably inorganic ions), where an ejection of ions takes place from the droplet surface.

• CEM: The chain ejection model (CEM)[46] is suitable for long polymeric chains,

and upon evaporation of the droplet linear chains of ions are ejected.

However, the above-described methods are only hypotheses and the exact mechanism

is currently under debate. After the generation of gas phase ions, they are guided into a

mass-selecting quadrupole via transfer ion optics.

Mass Selection

A quadrupole mass analyzer (see Figure 2.3) is employed in the ES-IBD set-up to ensure

the discrimination of undesired molecular species from the desired ones. This helps in the

preparation of a chemically controlled molecular ion beam and thus enabling specificity

and selectivity in the deposition process. This beam is then deposited at a predetermined

kinetic energy on a substrate in high vacuum condition.
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Mass Characterization

Mass characterization of molecular ion beam is done using a time-of-flight mass spectrom-

eter (TOF-MS) (see Figure 2.3). The main purpose of TOF-MS is to characterize the

already prepared ion beam before the actual deposition procedure. This step is necessary

to ensure that the ion beam contains only the desired molecular species.

Deposition

Finally, after the molecular beam has been characterized, by opening the valve of the

TOF chamber, a molecular beam is deposited onto the TEM grid placed in an ES-IBD

sample holder. Deposition takes place in a high vacuum chamber, i.e. the purity of the

molecular beam is maintained. Based on the experimental requirements, parameters of

deposition are varied. The coverage of the molecular species on the sample Θ is estimated

by the following equation:

Θ =
Q

zeA
(2.36)

where Q is the charge of deposition, z the charge state and A the sample area.

Moreover, Q is the total applied dose. The total dose is obtained by integrating the beam

current over the total time of deposition and is expressed as:

Dtot =

tdepo∫
t=0

Idepo(t
′)dt′ (2.37)

where Idepo is the beam current of the deposited molecule (pA), t the deposition time,

and Dtot the total dose of deposition (pAh).

Having performed deposition of the desired molecular species at desired parameters,

the samples are transferred to the TEM sample holder. Transfer of samples to TEM

holder takes place in ambient condition as the vacuum transfer for this particular set is

not available. This can have minor effects on the purity of the samples but it is mainly

related to hydrocarbon impurities on the samples.
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ES-IBD Deposition Parameters and Molecular Species

Table 2.1: Deposition Parameters and Molecular Species

Molecule Mode Coverage (pAh) Landing Energy (eV/charge)

Cytochrome-C positive 56, 317, 303 3

PTA negative 50, 500, 2000 5, 50, 100, 250

CsI positive 450, 220 200

RbI positive 500, 312, 380 200, 5

KI positive 400 200

NaI positive 440 200

Cs positive 450, 220 200, 100

I negative 100, 90 150, 200

Rb positive 500 200

GroEL positive 20 42
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Chapter 3

Graphene

Among the known phases of nanostructured carbon, graphene was the last to be discovered.

Graphene was first experimentally isolated in 2004 by K. S Novoselov and A. K. Geim

and they were awarded the Nobel prize in physics for their discovery in 2010. Prior to its

experimental finding, graphite being formed from stacked layers of graphene has been

known for decades. The early theoretical studies related to the structure and properties of

graphene date back to the early 1940s, but it was always considered to be part of graphite

and not a whole new material.[47] Since its discovery, due its extraordinary structural,

chemical and electronic properties, graphene has established itself as a very useful material

in the field of nanotechnology research.[2, 48, 49, 50, 51, 6]

3.1 Structure of Graphene

The lattice structure of graphene in real space is nothing but a single atom layer with

hexagonally arranged carbon atoms (Figure 3.1). The spacing between the carbon atoms

in the hexagon is 1.42 Å. Graphene has four valence electrons, and out of them three

electrons are responsible in forming covalent bonds between the neighboring atoms in the

hexagonal layer. These three electrons play a negligible role in the electrical conductivity

of graphene, but the fourth electron, whose nodal plane lies in the lattice plane of graphene

and has a perpendicular axis of symmetry in z direction, contributes in the conductivity

of graphene. Hence, graphene contains one conduction electron.

The unit cell of graphene is described in Figure 3.1 by ABCD and it consists of two atoms

labelled X and Y. Lattice displacement is represented as a1=
−−→
XX ′ and a2=

−−−→
XX” and their

magnitude comes out to be 1.42×
√

3 = 2.46 Å= a.
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3.2. FABRICATION AND TRANSFER OF GRAPHENE

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram showing the structure of graphene.

3.2 Fabrication and Transfer of Graphene

3.2.1 Mechanical Exfoliation of Graphene

In graphite, the individual layers of graphene sheets are bonded via weak van der Waals

forces. Therefore, it is easy to separate the graphene layers using mechanical exfoliation.

Fabrication of graphene via mechanical exfoliation is a top-bottom approach. The force

required to overcome the van der Waals energy (∼ 2 eV/nm2) binding the graphene layers

in graphite[52] with an area of 1 µm2 is about 300 nN, which is small and can be easily

achieved via mechanical exfoliation using Scotch tape.[53]

In the first step, a semiconductor tape (SWT 10+ tape by Nitto-Denko) of length 10 cm

was cut and a small flake of natural graphite (NGS Naturgraphit) is placed in between

the sticky side of tape and pressed against each other. This step is followed by repetitive

exfoliation of the graphite (8-10 times). Then, an area from either side of the tape

with cleaved graphite is chosen and put in contact with a SiO2 surface and peeled off

leaving the exfoliated graphene flakes on the SiO2. The transferred flakes are a mixture

of single, double and multilayer graphene. These flakes are characterized using optical

microscopy. The refractive index of graphene is n=2.6−1.3i which is independent of λ,

but the refractive index of Si and SiO2 are dependent on λ and therefore the relative

intensity of the reflected light from the Si/SiO2 substrate I(s), and through graphene, I(g)

is:
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3.2. FABRICATION AND TRANSFER OF GRAPHENE

C =
Is − Ig
Is

(3.1)

The expected value of contrast (C) for identifying the single-layer graphene in the

green region of the visible spectrum is close to 12%, when a silicon substrate with a 90 nm

thick SiO2 film is used.[54] The average size of exfoliated single layer graphene is between

8 to 12 µm.

3.2.2 Transfer of Mechanically Exfoliated Graphene to TEM

Grids

Figure 3.2: Mechanical exfoliation and transfer of graphene. (a) Mechanically exfoliated

SLG on a SiO2/Si substrate (b) Transfer of CVD graphene on a TEM grid, where the

contrast in the yellow square enclosed by a red-ellipse confirms the presence of SLG shown

in (a) to the carbon film of the Au-TEM grid.

After the identification of the exfoliated single-layer graphene on the SiO2 substrate

using optical microscopy, the TEM grid is brought in contact with the identified single

layer graphene flake (see Figure 3.2). This contact is made by directly placing the TEM

grid over the identified flake and adding a drop of isopropyl alcohol onto the TEM grid

(Quantifoil c© TEM grid 200 mesh gold 1.3 µm hole) covering the desired graphene flake

over the SiO2 substrate. Within few minutes the isopropyl alcohol is evaporated and good

contact between the graphene flake and the TEM grid is established. In the next step,

drops of KOH (potassium hydroxide) are added onto the sideways of the TEM grid and

this leads to an etching of the SiO2 layer, and the TEM grid with the graphene flake is

detached from the substrate. Then the TEM grid is rinsed in distilled water to get rid of

residue KOH on the sample.
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3.2.3 Transfer of CVD-Graphene to TEM Grids

PMMA-free Graphene Transfer

The CVD graphene used in our experiments was not produced in our laboratory. It was

commercially acquired from Graphenea S.A. as graphene deposited on a copper foil. The

recipe of graphene-transfer is as follows: A salt solution containing 8 grams of ammonium

peroxodisulphate and 200 ml of water was prepared for etching the copper foil. The

copper foil was sliced into the desired size from the initially available large sheet of copper

foil with CVD-grown graphene. The sliced copper foil was flattened by gently pressing

it in-between two glass slides. Pre-etching was done in the next step, with the prime

objective to remove graphene from one side of the copper foil. The copper foil was floated

on the salt solution with the side of the foil containing graphene showing upwards, i.e. the

undesired face of the foil was in contact with the salt solution, for a period of five minutes.

Then, the copper foil was fished out of salt beaker using a stainless steel mesh (strainer),

and was rinsed in distilled water and left for drying. The TEM grid was now dipped in

isopropyl-alcohol and placed gently on the copper foil at the desired location with the

Quantifoil c© film facing the copper foil. After placing the required number of TEM grids

onto the foil, the isopropyl alcohol was allowed to evaporate, and it was ensured that the

TEM grids made good contact with the copper foil.

Figure 3.3: PMMA-free transfer of graphene on Au-TEM grids. (a) CVD-grown graphene

on copper foil is floated on the etching solution in a beaker with a Au-TEM grid placed on

top (shown by the red arrow). (b) After complete etching of the copper foil, the assembly

of graphene with the Au-TEM grid is floating on the etching solution.

Next, the copper foil was floated onto the salt solution Figure 3.3 with the pre-etched
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surface in contact with the salt solution. Now, the arrangement of the TEM grids,

graphene and the copper foil was left for a few hours for the complete etching of the

copper. Few hours (preferably 4-5 hours) later, the copper was completely etched, leaving

behind only a graphene layer attached to the TEM grids. Now, with the help of tweezers,

the TEM grids were tapped gently on top individually, in order to have firm contact

between the TEM grids and graphene. Also, gentle tapping was done around the TEM

grid so as to separate the grid-graphene combination from the rest of the continuous

layer of graphene. Finally, TEM grids were fished out, which was followed by rinsing in

distilled water and in isopropyl-alcohol solution. In the end, TEM grids were allowed to

dry on filter paper with the graphene side up.

Graphene Transfer with PMMA

Figure 3.4: Scheme of preparing clean SLG using platinum metal catalysis. Platinum (Pt)

is sputtered onto a perforated silicon nitride (Si3N4) TEM grid. Then, the SLG supported

by PMMA is transferred onto a Pt-coated Si3N4 TEM grid. In the next step, the PMMA

is removed by annealing the grid at 573 K (i.e. 300 0C) for 30 minutes, which provides

clean and free-standing SLG on a holey silicon nitride TEM grid.

PMMA-free graphene suspended on a TEM grid was fabricated similar to the method

described by Longchamp et al.[25]

MATERIALS

• Graphene: Single-layer-graphene grown on Cu foil (Graphenea)

• Etching solution: Ammonium Persulfate (APS) 8% solution (8 grams of APS in 100

ml of DI water)
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• TEM grids: PELCO R© Holey silicon nitride support film (200 nm) SiN membrane

with 1 µm holes.

PROCEDURE

1. Sputter coat platinum film of thickness ∼10 - 15 nm on the TEM grids.

2. Spin coat (@ 6000 rpm) PMMA (200 K, 1.5% solution) onto SLG grown on Cu foil.

3. Cut (PMMA/SLG/Cu) into small pieces in size, which is a little bit larger than the

window of TEM grids.

4. Float it on to the etching solution for Cu etching.

5. After complete dissolution of Cu in the etching solution, fish the (PMMA/SLG)

assembly from the etching solution and float it on ultrapure water in a separate

beaker for ∼ 2-3 hours.

6. Now fish the floating (PMMA/SLG) from the ultra-pure water using platinum

sputtered SiN-TEM grids.

For the majority of the experiments carried out in this thesis, transfer of graphene

was performed with Pt catalysis, as it has the following advantages over other transfer

methods:

• Graphene flakes remain intact due to the coating of PMMA.

• Larger areas of graphene are free from amorphous carbon contamination.

• The transfer procedure is free from organic solution like (isopropyl alcohol) and

hence less contamination.

• Silicon nitride membranes are flat. Hence, allow focus of large areas of graphene in

TEM. Also, silicon nitride membranes are robust and therefore could be heated at

higher temperatures and could be reused (handle multiple times without damaging

it).

• High throughput compared to mechanical exfoliation or PMMA-free transfer method.
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3.3 HRTEM Characterization of Graphene

The produced graphene samples were investigated at 80 kV acceleration voltage in the

TEM. At this acceleration voltage, the energy of the electrons is small enough to minimize

the probability of defect creation via knock-on damage.[55] High electrical conductivity

of graphene inhibits damage through ionization. Hence, imaging of samples at high

electron dose rate is possible. The major advantage of a high electron dose rate is that

it facilitates the specimen-related resolution to reach the point resolution of the microscope.

Figure 3.5: Low-magnification bright-field TEM image showing an overview of graphene

transferred onto a TEM-grid. Perforated areas, where graphene is free-standing, are

enclosed by yellow dashed circles. Graphene wrinkles and folding are marked by blue and

red arrows, respectively.

Figure 3.5 shows a low-magnification TEM image of graphene after the transfer

procedure on a perforated TEM grid. We observe graphene wrinkles marked by blue

arrows, which result from the handling of graphene during the transfer process. In addition,
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there occurs folding of graphene sheets marked by red arrows and these folding events

during transfer are the sole reason for the presence of bi-layer, tri-layer or few layers of

graphene on the TEM grids. Coverage of graphene is not all over the grid and some holes

are empty or partially overlaid by graphene sheets.

Figure 3.6: (a) Low-magnification HRTEM micrograph of free-standing graphene showing

large clean areas alongside amorphous hydrocarbon impurities (yellow arrows). (b)

Magnified HRTEM image showing details of the hydrocarbon impurities and clean

graphene. The inset is the corresponding 2D-FFT and scale bar corresponds to 5 nm−1.

HRTEM investigation of the platinum-cleaned SLG samples Figure 3.6(a,b) revealed

the presence of large areas of bare SLG along with areas of amorphous hydrocarbon impu-

rities (marked by yellow arrows). These amorphous impurities undergo graphitization[56]

under electron-beam irradiation and are of similar transparency as the graphene. As

judged from their contrast, these regions are only one or two atomic layers thick. The

presence of these polyaromates or hydrocarbons[57, 58, 59] on the surface of the SLG evi-

dences that the catalytic cleaning by the platinum did not leave the graphene completely

clean. In the present work, the graphene is not entering the vacuum while being still hot,

but is exposed to the contamination present in ambient air during the transfers.[59, 60]

Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 3.6(a,b) the samples comprise large areas of clean

graphene alongside electron-transparent ultrathin amorphous areas, both of which allow

for TEM investigation of deposited species.

The hexagonal geometry of the 2D-FFT shown in the inset of Figure 3.6(b), confirms

the crystal structure of the SLG. By analyzing the graphene reflections present in the

2D-FFT, the first reflection corresponds to 4.69 nm−1 (i.e. 0.213 nm) and the second
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spot to 8.13 nm−1 (i.e. 0.123 nm). The first spot corresponds to the (100) reflection and

second one to the (110) reflection.

Figure 3.7: HRTEM image of vacancy defects in SLG. (a) Raw HRTEM image of di-

vacancy defect-type (5555-6-7777) in SLG enclosed in the square box, and (b) same image

after filtering with 5555-6-7777 type di-vacancy defect mapped and marked.

When a high electron dose is applied to the SLG sample during HRTEM imaging,

vacancy defects are observed. Figure 3.7(a) is an example of one such instance, where a

di-vacancy defect of type (5555-6-7777)[61] was observed in a patch of the clean graphene

lattice Figure 3.7(b). This defect structure is short of two carbon atoms (di-vacancy defect)

and therefore, to accommodate the absence of 2 carbon atoms, the bonds in the graphene

lattice are rotated and the defect structure is composed of four heptagons, four pentagons

and one hexagon. The electron beam provides necessary energy for bond-rotation and it is

also well known that under continuous electron irradiation these defect structures undergo

rapid transformation due to bond rotation and form altogether new defect structures with

different geometry.[62] Di-vacancy structural defects in graphene are among the highly

sought after, energetically favorable, sites for functionalization of graphene with ad-atoms

or molecular species as pristine graphene is inert.

Apart from vacancy defects and deviations from hexagonal structures, I also observed

many intrinsic defects in the graphene lattice, and they are shown in Figure 3.8 enclosed

by yellow square boxes and marked by yellow arrows. The electron beam also etches

graphene with the help of impurity atoms and thus produces holes in the graphene

lattice.[63] Adatoms, participating in the etching phenomena, are usually found at the

edge of holes and are marked by red arrows in Figure 3.8. Moreover, holes produced by
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Figure 3.8: HRTEM image of intrinsic defects in commercially acquired CVD graphene

and steps showing different layers of graphene.

electron beam etching on few-layer graphene (FLG) form step-like structures that allow

counting of layers present in the few-layer graphene flakes. In Figure 3.8, a step-boundary

separating SLG from BLG is shown by a red dashed line and a boundary between BLG

and FLG by a green dashed line. In addition, as there are no Moiré-patterns observed in

Figure 3.8, the graphene layers in this area are not turbostratically aligned with respect

to each other. When the graphene layer stacking is not turbostratic, the best is to find

step edges starting near the edge of the hole and count the edges so as to determine the

number of graphene layers present.
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3.3.1 Differentiating Single and Bi-Layer Graphene

In order to distinguish SLG from BLG and vice versa, we use the FFT from the HRTEM

image. The FFT of SLG in Figure 3.9(a) shows six inner spots and six outer spots,

respectively. Each set of six spots forms a hexagon. The six inner spots originate from the

zig-zag pattern and the outer 6 spots from the arm-chair pattern of the graphene lattice.

When we have two sheets of graphene with a misorientation between them, there exist 12

spots in the inner and 12 spots in the outer ring. In Figure 3.9(b), spots corresponding

to one layer of graphene are marked by green dotted circles and spots from the second

layer are marked by white dotted circles. Hence, in the inner ring, there exist 12 spots (6

green and 6 white) and the angle between neighboring white and green circles tells us the

misorientation angle between the two-graphene sheets.

Figure 3.9: Single-layer graphene vs bi-layer graphene. (a) HRTEM image of SLG with

the FFT from the selected region in the inset. Green-dashed circles enclose the spots

corresponding to the graphene layer. (b) HRTEM image of BLG with the FFT from

the selected region in the inset. Spots corresponding to one graphene layer are enclosed

by dashed green circles and those from the other graphene layer are enclosed by white

dashed circles. The misorientation between the two-graphene layers is 31◦.

Additionally, by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern analysis, the number

of graphene layers can also be determined. As the unit cell of graphene consist of two

trigonal cells superimposed and rotated by π/3, for the single layer graphene, the intensity

of the (100) reflection will be higher compared to the corresponding (110) reflections.

For bi-layer graphene, intensities of the second reflections are approximately twice due
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to the stacking arrangement of graphene.[64] This is shown in Figure 3.10(a,b), where

the intensity line profile across the first and second reflections of the SAED pattern of

graphene is marked in Figure 3.10(a) and is plotted in Figure 3.10(b).

Figure 3.10: (a) SAED pattern of bi-layer graphene viewed along the [001] direction. (b)

Intensity profile plot along the pink line drawn in (a).

3.3.2 Comparing HRTEM Imaging of Single-Layer Graphene

at 30, 60 and 80 kV

The TEM used in this work (JEOL ARM 200F) has been optimized to be operated at

four different accelerating voltages, namely 30, 60, 80, and 200 kV. As SLG suffers from

knock-on damage at voltages higher than 83 kV, it was studied in the TEM at 80 kV

and below. Figure 3.11(a-c) shows HRTEM images of graphene using three different
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acceleration voltages. I observed that, as I move from 30 to 80 kV, the contrast in the

HRTEM image decreases and the signal to noise ratio increases. The increase in contrast

at lower acceleration voltage is attributed to an increase in the cross-section of interaction

of the fast electrons with carbon atoms.
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Figure 3.11: HRTEM image of SLG at (a) 30 kV (b) 60 kV and (c) 80 kV. (d-f) 2D-FFT

corresponding to (a-c) with reflections of the graphene lattice.

However, operating the TEM at lower voltages also has disadvantages. Lower acceler-

ation voltages introduce artifacts due to the presence of higher-order lens aberrations and
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chromatic aberration. In particular, the presence of chromatic aberration causes a slight

defocus in the HRTEM image causing loss of image resolution. From Figure 3.11(a-c),

we observe that at 80 kV the graphene lattice appears more sharp (acquired at Scherzer

defocus) compared to that of 30 kV and 60 kV. This reduced resolution at lower voltages

cannot be alleviated by applying higher electron doses.

3.4 Graphene as TEM Sample Support

Graphene’s unique physical and electronic properties make it an interesting candidate

for an ideal sample support in HRTEM.[65] Following features of graphene makes it

an excellent alternative to the currently available amorphous thin substrates for TEM

samples.

• Structure: Graphene being one atom thick and consisting of only carbon atoms

makes it a highly electron-transparent material. Therefore, deposited species can be

viewed with high contrast providing high signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, graphene is

crystalline in nature and therefore, the HRTEM image contribution of the single-layer

graphene support is precisely known. Hence, its crystalline features can be easily

removed by Fourier filtering and the deposited species can be easily characterized

as if it were free-standing.

• Conductivity: Graphene is a semimetal with good thermal and electrical conductivity.

Therefore, it can act like a conductive coating to the sample under investigation

and thus minimizes electron-beam-induced ionization damage in the TEM. This is

very useful when observing insulating samples in TEMs. Moreover, the good heat

conductance of the graphene layer can minimize damage due to local heating by the

high-energy electron beam.

• Impermeability: Organic or inorganic samples when encapsulated in-between graphene

sheets cannot only be prevented from radiation damage but also from out-gassing in

TEMs. For instance, liquid cells prepared using graphene encapsulation are highly

impermeable and are unaffected by residual gases in the TEM column. In addition,

graphene heterostructures can be prepared using other electron-beam-sensitive 2D-

layered materials sandwiched between two graphene sheets and hence graphene can

act as an electron radiation shield for beam-sensitive materials and prevent them

from electron-beam-induced sputtering.

In the next chapters, we focus on the HRTEM characterization of several molecular

species deposited on freestanding graphene.
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Chapter 4

HRTEM of Beam-Sensitive

Molecules

Revealing structure of objects to the atomic level has been the prime objective and

long−standing ambition of electron microscopists. Over the years, with many practical

difficulties, attempts have been made using conventional TEMs to approximately de-

termine the structure of organic compounds and organic crystals. This was primarily

attempted by applying special chemical treatments for example, metal shadowing and

molecular staining using radioactive solution to provide better contrast to the image.[66]

Structures successfully resolved were mainly thick organic crystals or large biopolymers

as these specimens could tolerate a high dose of electron beam irradiation before getting

destroyed completely compared to smaller and lighter molecules. However, resolving fine

structural details (molecular and atomic resolution) of beam-sensitive organic molecules

was not practically feasible due to the limitations in instrumentation of TEMs (e.g. lack

of aberration correctors) and appropriate sample preparation techniques.

Therefore, during the initial stage of this PhD work, molecules, primarily ”organic”

in nature, were selected for HRTEM imaging. The main reason being the advent of

aberration corrected imaging at low acceleration voltage (30−80 kV) that promises to

facilitate the imaging of beam-sensitive (organic) molecules at low dose and without causing

considerable damage to the molecular structure via the knock-on damage mechanism.

Besides, graphene being highly electrically conductive and electron transparent, as TEM

substrate offers promising prospects in preventing organic molecules from damage due to

ionization or beam heating and provides high contrast imaging.

In this chapter, I show my attempt of direct observation of imaging beam−sensitive

molecular objects using low-voltage AC-HRTEM imaging technique. I primarily discuss

the deposition and HRTEM characterization of the globular proteins and organic molecules
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along with their morphology and behavior on graphene under electron irradiation.

4.1 Cytochrome-C

Proteins are an integral part of biological systems that is responsible for carrying out vital

functions in living organisms. For every function, there exists different conformations that

proteins adopt. Therefore, it is of prime relevance to study the structure of proteins to

understand their corresponding function. Cytochrome-C (Cyt-c) is a highly water-soluble

redox-active metalloprotein, situated in the intermembrane space of mitochondria. Cyt-c

is a small protein and its molecular weight is 12.5 kDa (kilo Dalton).[67] The 2D and

3D structures of Cyt-c are shown in Figure 4.1(a) and (b). It has a covalently attached

active heme group in the centre shown in yellow color (Figure 4.1(a). The 3D folded

Cyt-c molecule Figure 4.1(b) resembles a distorted sphere of overall diameter of 2 nm.[68]

Figure 4.1: Structure of Cytochrome-C. (a) 2D-molecular structure of Cytochrome-C and

(b) 3D structure of Cytochrome-C (green) with a heme-molecule coordinating a central

iron atom (orange). 2D and 3D molecular structures are adapted from Ref.[68]

For HRTEM imaging, TEM samples were prepared by soft landing Cty-c molecules (at

3 eV/charge) on free-standing graphene using the ES-IBD disposition technique. Samples

with varying coverage (33 pAh, 317 pAh and 303 pAh) were prepared for measurements.

In Figure 4.2(a), a low-magnification HRTEM image shows the initial observation of the

morphology of Cyt-c molecules deposited on the graphene surface. The Cyt-c molecules
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can be identified by circular features (marked by red arrows) with high contrast. The

contrast feature of Cyt-c molecule is due to the presence of an iron (Fe) atom in the center

of its intact molecular structure (Figure 4.1(a-b)). Moreover, Cyt-c molecules adsorb on

amorphous carbon impurity regions of graphene and do not stick to the pristine graphene

lattice.

However, when imaging at higher magnification was performed, due to increase in

electron dose, the organic part of the molecule is destroyed and aggregation of the

residual remains from the Cyt-c molecules are observed on the amorphous areas present

on graphene Figure 4.2(b). The aggregates measured on the amorphous areas have a

size of ∼ 5-10 nm. The high-contrast atomic species in the aggregates are Fe atoms,

as it scatters the electron beam stronger than the rest (C, H, O, N and S). However,

in a recently published work, the un-damaged structure of folded and unfolded Cyt-c

was characterized using low-energy electron holography at 50-100 eV beam energy.[68]

This suggests that low electron energies help to preserve the intact molecular structure,

whereas at an electron kinetic energy of 80 keV no destruction-free imaging of Cyt-c is

possible without additional cooling of the sample via cryo-electron microscopy.

Figure 4.2: (a) Low-magnification TEM image showing the overall morphology of the

graphene sample after deposition. Circular, high-contrast features of the deposited

species are marked by red arrows (b) HRTEM image showing deposited molecular species

(Cytochrome-C) enclosed by dotted-red circle, adhering onto amorphous carbon impurities.

The pristine graphene surface is free of any molecular aggregates. Graphitized amorphous

carbon impurities are marked by yellow arrows.

To verify the elemental composition of the aggregates present on amorphous impurity,
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energy-filtered (EF) TEM was performed on the sample at low magnification. The results

of EF-TEM is shown in Figure 4.3(a,b), where (a) is a bright-field image of the area, where

EFTEM was performed and (b) the elemental composition. The EFTEM map consists of

nitrogen (N), sulphur (S), oxygen (O) and iron (Fe). The EFTEM map therefore confirms

that the observed aggregate corresponds to the deposited Cyt-c molecules.

Figure 4.3: (a) Low-magnification TEM image acquired in bright-field mode (BF) of

deposited cytochrome-C molecules on graphene and its corresponding energy-filtered TEM

(EF-TEM) image showing the elemental composition of the Cytochrome-C molecule is

shown in (b). Sulphur (S), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N) and iron (Fe) are depicted by blue,

red, green and yellow colors.

This project was carried out in collaboration with Nanoscale Science Department of

Prof. Klaus Kern at MPI-FKF: collaborators participated in this project are Dr. Sabine

Abb, Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach, Sven Szilagyi, Hannah Ochner and Dr. Suman Sen

for the deposition of molecules using ES-IBD. From StEM group at MPI-FKF: Dr. Dan

Zhou for the EFTEM measurement.

4.2 Dysprosium-Dimer Molecule

Synthesis and discovery of the first single molecule magnet in the form of Mn12OAc,

has provided chemists a pathway to explore many possibilities to design and test new

complex molecular magnetic systems. In particular, molecules containing lanthanides

and transition ion complexes have demonstrated desired functionality of single molecule

magnets (SMMs). [69, 70, 71] Besides, a thorough understanding of the intact molecular
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structure of SMMs is essential in estimating its magnetic properties that might be useful

for future spintronic device applications.

Therefore, in this chapter, we apply HRTEM analysis to confirm the molecular struc-

ture of the Dysprosium-dimer molecule [Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm (Figure 4.4), synthesized

by Dr. Junfeng Wang (1st Physics Institute, University of Stuttgart), which is a single-

molecule magnet (SMM). For HRTEM analysis, single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT)

and single-layer graphene (SLG) were used as substrates.

4.2.1 Molecular Structure of [Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm.

The 2D and 3D molecular structure and corresponding formulae of single dysprosium-

dimer molecule [Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm are shown in Figure 4.4(a,b). The molecular

structure comprises of two Dysprosium (III) ions, where each Dy (III) ion is attached to

three hexafluoroacetylacetonates (hfac) ligands. The distance between the two Dy(III)

ions is 6.67 Å. In the center lies the ligand by-pyrimidine (bpm), which consists of

two nitrogen atoms, and acts as a bridge by linking two Dy (III) ions in the molecular

structure. The function of the second Dy(III) ion with three (hfac) ligands is to provide

enhanced magnetic strength to the overall molecular structure. Moreover, the function

of the (hfac) ligand is to preserve the intactness of the integral molecular structure of

the Dy-dimer molecule by preventing intermolecular interaction and disintegration when

used for high-temperature deposition.[72]

Figure 4.4: Molecular structure of the Dysprosium-dimer molecule

[Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm. (a) 2D-molecular structure with the ligand trihexaflu-

oroacetylacetonates (hfac) enclosed in the curved brackets and 2, 2’- by-pyrimidine (bpm)

in the center. (b) 3D molecular structure of the Dysprosium-dimer molecule represented

by a ball and stick model.
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4.2.2 SWNT and Dy-dimer Molecules

A solution-based hybrid, containing Dy-dimer molecules SMMs and SWCNT, was prepared.

Due to the insolubility of the Dy-dimer and SWCNT in an organic solvent such as

dimethylformamide (DMF),[73] it was used as an organic solvent to prepare the hybrid

solution. For this, 1 mg of SWCNT powder dissolved in 20 ml of DMF by ultrasonic

treatment for 24 hours and a dark color solution with homogenous suspension was prepared.

Then, another solution is prepared by dissolving 1.11 mg of synthesized powder of Dy-

dimer molecules in 5 ml of DMF solvent. In the next step, already prepared solutions of

(SWCNT+DMF and Dy-dimer+DMF) are mixed together via mechanical stirring for 20

hours at ambient temperature that is followed by centrifugation of the combined mixture

solution for 30 min at 100 rpm and filtration. Finally, a hybrid solution, containing the

dark homogeneous suspension of magnetic molecules and SWCNTs is obtained.

For the HRTEM investigation, in the first step, only the solution containing SWCNT

and DMF was drop-casted on the holey carbon TEM grid to investigate the purity and

morphology of the SWCNT without the Dy-dimer molecule. The low-magnification bright-

field (BF) TEM image Figure 4.5(a), acquired at 120 kV, shows the overall view of the

dispersed SWCNT on the holey carbon TEM grid. We observe strands of fused SWCNT

forming an amalgamated structure that resembles a ribbon with varying thickness. In

addition, we also observe thin strands representing individual SWCNTs. An AC-HRTEM

image of one such individual SWCNT of width 1.39 nm is shown in Figure 4.5(b) and

was acquired at 80 kV. SWCNT is nothing but a rolled sheet of single-layer graphene and

therefore, we observe a Moiré pattern in the HRTEM image Figure 4.5(b) of SWCNT,

which mimics the surface of a bi-layer graphene.

The black spots in Figure 4.5(a), denoted by red arrows, are metal nanoparticles.

Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis of these nanoparticles revealed their chemical composition

as platinum (Pt) and rhodium (Rh) see Figure 4.5(c). Platinum and Rhodium are used as

catalysts in SWCNT production.[74] There are chemical purification techniques available

to get rid of these catalyst metals from the SWCNTs, but it involves acids such as

HNO3, HCl and H2SO4, which can be invasive in nature to the SWCNT resulting in the

production of structural defects. The elemental species (Pt and Rh) used as catalyst do

not cause any degradation of the magnetic property of the Dy-dimer SMMs and therefore,

purification treatment was not used.The peak corresponding to the element gold (Au)

in the EDX analysis shown in Figure 4.5(c) comes from the TEM grid mesh, which is

made of gold. The area selected for EDX analysis is shown in Figure 4.5(d). It is an

annular-dark field (ADF) image, where the image contrast is approximately opposite to

the HRTEM image and therefore the black spots in Figure 4.5(a) appear bright (white)
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Figure 4.5: TEM characterization of single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT). (a) Low

magnification bright-field image of suspended SWCNTs on a holey carbon TEM grid.

Black spots are the platinum/rhodium nanoparticles. (b) HRTEM image of isolated

SWCNT. (c) EDX-analysis of suspended SWCNT on holey carbon TEM grid shown in

(d).

in Figure 4.5(d).

In the second step of the HRTEM investigation, a hybrid solution containing SWCNT

and Dy-dimer molecules was drop-casted onto a holey carbon TEM grid. The low-

magnification HRTEM image in Figure 4.6(a) shows an overview of a SWCNT with

Dy-dimer molecules attached to it. The red arrow denotes the crystalline nanoparticle

of the catalyst (Pt). The high-magnification HRTEM image in Figure 4.6(b) shows

an assembly of five SWCNTs fused together. Black arrows denote the atomic clusters

attached onto the SWCNT surface. The high contrast of these atomic clusters compared

to the SWCNT suggest that the atomic clusters corresponds to heavy elemental species. In

the synthesized hybrid solution, only dysprosium is the heavy element among the overall

composition. However, platinum and rhodium are also present in the hybrid solution;
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Figure 4.6: HRTEM characterization of SWCNT with Dysprosium-dimer molecules. (a)

Low-magnification HRTEM showing an overview of the suspended carbon nanotubes

(conjoined) along with Dy-dimer molecules. Red arrow denotes the Pt/Rh nanoparticles.

(b) HRTEM image of a set of five conjoined SWCNTs with Dy-dimer molecules. Black

arrows point to the high contrast of heavy atoms from the Dy-dimer molecules. (c) Single

strand of SWCNT with Dy-dimer molecule with high contrast atoms marked by a black

arrow.
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hence, their presence cannot be ignored. Therefore, we performed electron energy-loss

spectroscopy (EELS) to verify the elemental species present in the atomic clusters.

Figure 4.7: Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) of Dysprosium atoms. (a) Annular

dark-field (ADF) image of a SWCNT with Dy-dimer molecules, of which an EELS-

spectrum image was acquired. (b) EELS map showing the Dysprosium M4 and M5

edge.

For EELS analysis, we performed a one-dimensional line scan along the length of the

SWCNT with atomic clusters Figure 4.7(a). We observe the Dy-M4 and -M5 absorption

edges in the EELS spectrum shown in Figure 4.7(b). This confirms that the heavy-element

contrast observed in the atomic clusters is due to Dy atoms. Apart from identification

of heavy elements (Dy), we tried to trace the presence of fluorine signals as one of the

constituent elements in the Dy-dimer molecular assembly, but we could not detect a

fluorine signal. This suggests that the native structure of the Dy-dimer molecular complex

is too fragile to handle an electron dose of ∼105 electrons/nm2/s and disintegrates rapidly.

This causes intact molecular arrangements to deform and lose their characteristic structure,

leaving Dy atoms to aggregate and form clusters on the SWCNT surface. The electron-

beam-induced damage mechanism causes the ejection of light elemental species such as

C, O, N, H and F atoms present in the main structure, (as lighter elemental species are

more susceptible to removal than the heavier element) leading to complete annihilation of

the native molecular structure and formation of Dy-atomic cluster instead.
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4.2.3 Single-Layer Graphene (SLG) and Dy-dimer Molecules

Dy-dimer molecules were deposited on graphene via the thermal evaporation deposition

technique in a high-vacuum chamber. The powder form of synthesized Dy-dimer molecules

[Dy(hfac)3(EtOAc)]2bpm was placed in a crucible and the temperature of the crucible

was ramped to the sublimation temperature 100−300 0C at a rate of 5-7 K/min. The

sublimation of the molecular crystals and its subsequent deposition on the graphene

substrate takes place in a high vacuum chamber at a pressure 4.0 ×10−7 mbar. A

thermocouple was used to monitor the temperature of thermal evaporation and deposition.

The control of the molecular film thickness on the substrate was done by varying the time

duration of deposition. A film thickness of less than a monolayer was achieved at the end

of the deposition.

Figure 4.8: (a, b) HRTEM image of Dy-dimer molecules on single-layer-graphene (SLG).

The red arrow denotes the high-contrast Dy-atom aggregates present on amorphous carbon

impurities on SLG and the yellow arrow points to Dysprosium atoms at the graphene

hole edge (marked by a dashed blue lines).

As we observed radiation damage to the Dy-dimer molecules on SWCNT when charac-

terized using 80 kV acceleration voltage, the HRTEM investigations of Dy-dimer molecules

on SLG were conducted at 60 kV acceleration voltage to minimize knock-on damage. The

HRTEM image in Figure 4.8(a,b) shows the morphology of deposited dysprosium dimer

molecules on SLG. The morphology of the Dy-dimer molecule on SLG is similar to the

SWCNT (Figure 4.8(b,c)), where only clusters of Dy atoms are observed on the substrate

and not the intact molecule. The residual Dy atoms from the disintegrated Dy-dimer

molecules are attached to the amorphous carbon impurity marked by red arrows and the
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graphene edge is marked by blue dashed lines in Figure 4.8(a,b).

The work presented in this section was part of project titled ”Synthesis, Magnetism

and Organisation of Molecular Coordination Compounds for Molecular Spintronics” that

was carried out in collaboration with 1st Institute Physics of University of Stuttgart

(Collaborator: Dr. Junfeng Wang). Nanoscale Science Department of Prof. Klaus Kern

at MPI-FKF (collaborators: Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach, Dr. Marko Burghard). From

StEM group at MPI-FKF: Dr. Yi Wang for the EELS measurement and Kersten Hahn

for BF-TEM at 120 kV.

4.3 Copper-Pthalocyanine (CuPc)

Copper pthalocyanine (CuPc) is a widely investigated organic molecular crystal because of

its high chemical stability and interesting semiconductor properties. It is commonly applied

in the field of light-emitting diodes and organic thin-film transistors[75, 76] as a buffer layer.

Therefore, several studies involving CuPc thin-film growth on various substrates have been

reported, which also include structural characterization using powerful characterization

tools such as TEM, XRD, STM and HREELS.[77, 78, 79, 80] However, direct observation

of single molecules of CuPc on surfaces has not been accomplished. Only monolayers of

halogenated CuPc have been experimentally reported.[81] In this work, a powdered form

of CuPc crystals (less than a monolayer thickness) is sublimated onto a free-standing

graphene substrate in high vacuum (∼10−7) mbar and employ HRTEM to characterize

the morphology of CuPc molecular adsorbates on the graphene surface.

The two-dimensional structure of copper-pthalocyanine (CuPc) is shown in Figure

4.9.[82] It consists of polycyclic aromatic groups attached to the edges and has a heavy

metal copper (Cu) ion in the center. It has been reported that CuPc molecules lie flat

(parallel to the surface) on the graphite surface (HOPG) and this orientation is key to its

identification on surfaces.

At 80 kV HRTEM imaging, the electron beam irradiation causes individual CuPc

molecules to become damaged and deformed. The cyclo structure (aromatic rings) are usu-

ally considered more electron-beam resistant than the aliphatic chains.[83] Nevertheless, at

a dose-rate typical to 80 kV AC-HRTEM at high magnification (i.e. ∼105 electrons/nm2/s

at 600000 × magnification) aromatic rings present at the edges are damaged resulting

in the ejection of the Cu atom from the molecular structure. The ejected Cu atom from

the CuPc molecule freely diffuses on the graphene surface until it encounters defects or
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Figure 4.9: Two-dimensional molecular structure of copper-pthalocyanine (CuPc) and its

chemical formula. The 2D-structure is adapted from Ref.[82]

impurities. Moreover, other CuPc molecular species present on the graphene surface

experience similar radiation damage simultaneously, finally leading to the generation of

many Cu atoms on SLG. The electron beam provides necessary energy to the dispersed

Cu atoms to rearrange into the two-dimensional (2D) compound nanocrystals shown in

Figure 4.10(a,b).

The FFT of the 2D nanocrystal selected within the yellow dashed line in Figure

4.10(a) is shown in the inset, where reflections at ∼0.16 ± 0.02 nm and at ∼ 0.23 ±
0.02 nm are visible. The square pattern indicates a view along the [001] zone axis. This

projection along the <100>−direction of the atomic structure of the 2D nanostructure

closely matches to bulk copper of FCC type. In bulk FCC-copper, inter-planar spacings

between (111) and (200) planes are 0.21 nm and 0.18 nm. Assuming also FCC structure

of the observed nanocrystal, a lattice parameter of a = 0.32 ± 0.023 nm is obtained. This

corresponds to a 12% contraction in the 2D copper nanocrystal in comparison to the

bulk copper crystal. This contraction in the 2D crystal can be caused by the single-atom

thickness of the nanocrystals with reduced coordination number of 6, compared to 12 for

the bulk FCC crystal[84].

In TEMs, the electron-beam-induced damage mechanism reported for thick CuPc

crystals until now only discusses the degradation in terms of loss of crystallinity via

changes in the diffraction pattern. Here, through HRTEM results we present structural

reorganization of Cu atoms into a 2D-crystal due to electron-beam-induced degradation

of the deposited CuPc molecules.
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Figure 4.10: (a, b) HRTEM image of compound nanocrystal aggregates of copper on SLG.

Inset in (a) shows marked reflections of 2D-copper nanocrystal in the FFT of the area

enclosed by the yellow-dashed line box.

This project was carried out in collaboration with Nanoscale Science Department of

Prof. Klaus Kern at MPI-FKF: collaborators participated in this project are Dr. Thomas

White (vacuum deposition of the molecules) and Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach.

4.4 GroEL

The GroEL is a heat shock protein (found in bacteria) and belongs to the chaperonin

molecular family.[85] The primary function of the GroEL molecule is to take up other

unfolded or not completely folded proteins that might not have the capability to fold

themselves at an elevated temperature and therefore helps them folding in an appropriate

manner. Usually GroEL is accompanied by another protein complex called GroES, which

serves as a type of lid for the open cylindrical barrel, while a protein is inside and being

folded.[86] However, in this study only GroEL molecular ions (without GroES) were

soft-landed (landing energy 42 eV) onto the graphene surface via ES-IBD. The molecules

were deposited in positive mode and with molecular charge state (+66 up to +76). The

final coverage of the sample recorded at the end of deposition was 20 pAh.

The structure of the GroEL molecule is shown in Figure 4.11(a,b).[85, 87] It consists

of two heptameric rings (cis and trans) and each ring has seven subunits, resulting in

fourteen combined subunits. Each subunit weighs 58 kDa (kilo Daltons) and hence the
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Figure 4.11: Structure of the GroEL molecule. (a) Top-view of the molecule (b) Side-view

of the cylindrical shape of the molecule, where two heptameric rings are visible. The

structure shown here is (PDB-1SS8) Ref. [85,87]

total molar mass of fourteen subunits, when put together as single molecular entity is

around 812 kDa. Considering its huge molar mass, it is an unusually huge molecular

complex. Its structure basically corresponds to a barrel with a hole in the center (from

top view). In Figure 4.11(a) and in the side view Figure 4.11(b) the molecule’s barrel

shape with two heptameric rings is clearly visible. The inner and outer diameter of the

ring is 5 nm and 14 nm, respectively. The height of the barrel is 13.5 nm.

The molecule was initially characterized via low-energy electron holography (LEEH)[88]

by our collaborators (in Nanoscale Science Department at MPI-FKF) as shown in Figure

4.12(a). The electron energy of 50-100 eV was employed for acquiring the hologram of

the molecule. In Figure 4.12(a) the reconstructed phase contrast image from an acquired

hologram of the GroEL molecules is shown. The high-contrast feature in the reconstructed

phase contrast image is due to the heavy GroEL molecule. Green and red arrows denote

the GroEL molecule with barrel and ring structure configuration. As observed from

the reconstructed electron micrograph (Figure 4.12(a), at low electron energy of 50-100

eV, the structure of the molecule is well preserved, and during characterization it does

not suffer radiation damage. In the next step, the same samples were characterized

using aberration-corrected TEM at 80 keV. Unlike Cytochrome-C, which was completely

annihilated during HRTEM investigation at 80 kV. GroEL molecules had some temporary

tenacity to survive the electron irradiation. In Figure 4.12(b), at low magnification, I

observe ring and barrel-like structural configurations marked by red and green arrows.
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Figure 4.12: Structural characterization of GroEL molecules. (a) Reconstructed phase-

contrast image of GroEL molecules on SLG, acquired by low-energy electron holography

at 10 eV electron kinetic energy. Top-view of the molecule (standing barrel) marked by

red arrows and side-view of the molecule that resembles a cylindrical barrel is marked by

green arrows. (b) Low-magnification TEM image acquired at 80 kV, showing an overview

of the deposited GroEL molecules on graphene surface. Standing molecules that have

circular shape and molecules lying on their side that resemble cylindrical shape are marked

by red and green arrows.
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These structural configurations are in close agreement with the structures observed in

Figure 4.12(a). Also, molecules are observed to be adhering only to the amorphous carbon

impurity present on graphene surface and not onto the pristine graphene areas. The

Figure 4.13: High-resolution characterization of a single GroEL molecule on graphene.

HRTEM image of a single GroEL molecule (decomposed) of (a) the ring-structure con-

figuration, (b) barrel-structure configuration on SLG. (c and d) are the phase-contrast-

reconstructed images of single GroEL molecules of ring-structure configuration acquired

from low-energy electron holography measurements.

survivability of GroEL molecules compared to Cytochrome-C at 80 kV electron irradiation

can be attributed to its huge molecular complex structure and molar mass of 812 kDa.

This value is approximately 65 times the molar mass of Cytochrome-C and therefore could

maintain its structural configuration at high electron energies. However, when observed

in TEM at higher magnifications, GroEL molecules degraded quickly and its residual

organic structure is assimilated with the amorphous carbon under electron irradiation to
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form polycrystalline graphene structure (Figure 4.13(a)).

Moreover, from the contrast provided by the residual remains of the degraded GroEL

molecule Figure 4.13(a,b) one could measure the approximate size of the adsorbed molecule

on SLG. The HRTEM image of the ring-like structure molecule shown in Figure 4.13(a)

measures approximately 13.1 ± 1.5 nm in diameter and this value is in close proximity to

the dimension shown in Figure 4.11(a) and Figure 4.13(c). Similarly, the diameter of 14.6

± 1.5 nm of the barrel configuration observed in HRTEM Figure 4.13(b) closely resembles

in the diameter of the actual structure (14 nm) shown in Figure 4.11(a). However, the

measured length of the barrel Figure 4.13(b) is approximately 26 nm, which can be due

to the fusion of two molecules as the barrel length of a single GroEL molecule is 13.5 nm.

The fusion of molecules, in the barrel structure configuration is also observed in

LEEH experiment (Figure 4.12(a)), where its length can be approximately determined

to 35 nm and 50 nm, which exceeds the dimension of a single molecule (i.e. 13.5 nm).

The observed dimension of the destruction-free, single GroEL molecule of the ring-like

structural configuration, in the LEEH reconstructed phase-contrast image corresponds to

the actual structure.

This project was carried out in collaboration with Nanoscale Science Department

of Prof. Klaus Kern at MPI-FKF: Dr. Sabine Abb, Hannah Ochner and Sven Szilagyi

performed ESI-deposition of the GroEL molecules and LEEH measurements. Nilesh Vats

performed HRTEM meausrements and related data analysis. Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach

supervised the project.

4.5 Conclusion

Graphene as a TEM substrate provides excellent contrast (high signal-to-noise ratio) to

the observed deposited organic species. However, the organic molecules do not survive

electron-beam irradiation during HRTEM imaging and the event of breaking atomic bonds

in organic molecules was almost instantaneous. However, the radiation damage in the

heavy protein molecule GroEL is slow compared to the lighter globular protein molecule

cytochrome-C.

The structure of any organic molecule is predominantly dependent on the stability of

its C-H bond.[11] Nevertheless, these bonds are easily broken under typical electron doses

applied in non-cryo, low-voltage AC-TEMs, and therefore it is difficult to characterize the

intact structure of organic molecules. Molecules, whose integral structure is independent

of C-H bonds, are most suitable for AC-TEM imaging purpose. In the next chapters, I
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will explore HRTEM investigations of inorganic clusters and molecules that are robust

against electron irradiation.
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Chapter 5

Polyoxometalate Molecules on

Graphene

The following section is based on published literature †

In the previous chapter, we observed how susceptible organic molecules are to radiation

damage under the electron beam at 80 kV. Our goal in this chapter is to deposit inorganic

molecules of the polyoxometalate (POM) family on freestanding graphene and image

its molecular structure. POM anions like phosphotungstic acid (PTA) [PW12O40]
3−

are an excellent model system, as their cluster-like inorganic structure makes them less

prone to radiation damage in comparison to organic molecules, where intactness of weak

H-bonding controls the overall structure. In addition, here we explore the distribution of

PTAs on graphene, comparing results obtained through the ES-IBD approach vs droplet

deposition.[89] Furthermore, we test the structural integrity of the deposited species by

HRTEM and finally compare the sample morphologies at different coverage and landing

energies.

5.1 ES-IBD deposition of Molecules on Graphene

The PTA molecule [PW12O40]3− consists of a central PO4 tetrahedral group surrounded

by 12 WO6 octahedral groups as shell, which are held together by oxygen atoms shown in

Figure 5.1. It consists of in total 53 atoms, of which there are 12 tungsten (W) atoms,

one phosphorus atom (P) and 40 oxygen atoms (O), which add up to a molecular mass

of 2877.1 g mol−1. For ES-IBD deposition, an analyte solution (∼ 10−4 mol l−1 PTA in

acetonitrile) was prepared. The purity of the prepared PTA ion beam was verified by

†N. Vats et al., Electron Microscopy of Polyoxometalate ions grafted on Graphene by Electrospray

Ion Beam Deposition. Nanoscale 10, 2018, 4952−4961.
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Figure 5.1: Molecular structure of phosphotungstic acid (PTA) [PW12O40]3−. Violet, red,

and grey colours denote phosphorus (P), oxygen (O) and tungsten (W) atoms, respectively.

time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry analysis. Figure 5.2(a) shows mass the spectrum

of the PTA ion beam without mass filtering. As the ion beam is not mass-filtered, it

contains multiple peaks with intensity (m/z) 959 and 1438, which can be easily identified

as negatively charged triple and double molecular ions, respectively. The mass spectrum

shown in Figure 5.2(b) shows the PTA ion beam with mass filtering. The intense peak at

the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) 959 in Figure 5.2(a) can be identified as a triple negatively

charged molecular ion that is PTA3− and hence the ion beam contains only the desired

molecular species. PTA molecules were deposited on the graphene sample prepared by

platinum catalysis method discussed in section 2.2.3 of the thesis.

Figure 5.2: Time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrum (MS) of PTA (a) before and (b) after

mass selection as used for deposition.
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5.2 Morphology of PTA, ES-IBD vs Dropcast

The HRTEM images of PTA molecules on SLG in Figure 5.3(a-d) compare the results of

two different molecular deposition methods namely ES-IBD and drop-cast. Deposited

PTA molecules on graphene, by both methods, results in the formation of molecular

aggregates on the graphene surface. The PTA aggregates can be easily recognized due

to the strong contrast of the W atoms versus the carbon-based substrate of graphene.

Moreover, the PTA molecules exclusively stick to the amorphous carbon layers rather

than on the pristine SLG surface irrespective of the deposition method employed. In

contrast, the morphologies resulting from the two deposition approaches are different.

Specifically, solvent deposition leads to atomic clusters that vary significantly in size

ranging from single atoms to agglomerates extending over several nanometers Figure

5.3(a), whereas ESI deposition Figure 5.3(b-d) results in groups of closely-packed islands

located on the amorphous hydrocarbon impurities. In addition, as the deposited charge is

increased from 50 pAh to 2000 pAh, the number and size of these groups increases, while

their general morphology remains unchanged.

The control over the coverage is illustrated in Figure 5.4, showing the area coverage

analyzed for four different values of total deposited charge. The coverage for ES-IBD

samples gradually is seen to increase as the charge deposited on the sample is increased

from 50 pAh to 2000 pAh. The observed coverage area is 6% for the 50 pAh, 25% for

the 500 pAh, and 46% for 2000 pAh deposition. The slowrise of coverage vs. deposited

charge can be attributed to closer packing and/or an enhanced three-dimensional aspect

of the formed structures. In comparison, the drop-cast samples show a spread ranging

from 14% to 20% area coverage for the same deposition conditions. The difference in

morphology between solution and ion-beam deposition reflects the different capabilities

of these two methods with respect to control of coverage, cleanliness, and homogeneity.

On the other hand, the solution-based deposition is prone to contamination, because it

involves a drying process, which can be very complex.

The PTA molecular aggregates are observed only on the amorphous carbon impurities

on SLG and therefore it is quite reasonable to assume that the interaction of SLG with

respect to PTA molecules is weak and the migration barrier of the PTA molecule on SLG

is low. On this basis, the PTAs would be able to migrate until they become immobilized,

which happens preferably on the amorphous areas. Contrary to the inert surface of

pristine SLG, amorphous regions present on graphene contain numerous defects in the

form of vacancies, grain boundaries etc. that can act as pinning sites for the mobile PTAs.

These pinning sites are most likely not only in the form of dangling bonds at vacancies or

defects, but also as different hydrocarbon chains coupled with oxygen that are found in
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Figure 5.3: HRTEM image showing the morphology of PTA molecular aggregates on

SLG after deposition via (a) drop-cast and (b-d) ES-IBD at coverages 50, 500, and 200

pAh (Pico Amp hours) deposited charge.

graphene-oxide[10], which tend to be energetically favorable for such interactions.[62, 90]

In addition, the charge of the deposited species could be retained, which might further

enhance the pinning to impurity sites.

To verify whether the observed molecular aggregate consists of PTA molecules, mass

spectrometry analysis of the soft desorption/ionization method DINeC (desorption ion-

ization induced by neutral cluster) was employed. [89, 91, 92] In Figure 5.5, the mass

spectrum from DINeC-mass spectrometry closely resembles the ES-IBD mass spectrum

of the PTA molecule shown in Figure 2(b). Notably, in DINeC-MS, one observes intact

triple- and double-charged PTA molecules. Also, at (m/z > 500) one observes no sizeable
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Figure 5.4: Area of coverage obtained during ES-IBD and drop-cast method analyzed for

four different samples. Maximum, minimum, and median values are represented by green,

black, and red horizontal bars.

Figure 5.5: Negative ion mass spectrum of molecules desorbed by means of DINeC.
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background and the background intensity recorded at low (m/z) suggests presence of

contamination that can arise due to the ex− situ handling of the sample.

5.3 HRTEM of Single PTA Molecules

Occasionally, single PTA molecules were spotted on graphene during the experiment and

one such example is highlighted by the red square in Figure 6(a), magnified in Figure

5.6(b). These individual objects were stable under the e-beam for a long time (more than

250 s). Nevertheless, the irradiation enhanced the mobility of the PTAs, such that they

started to laterally diffuse or rotate, whereby they could be identified as single intact

PTA molecules.

The PTA molecule corresponds to the Keggin-type [PW12O40]3− anion and has two

symmetry axes. [93] Among them, one is the C3 and another one is the S4 axis. The

phosphorus atom (violet color) is located in the center of the Keggin-cage (see the

structural models in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.6(i,j). However, the high-contrast feature in

the HRTEM micrograph of the PTA is attributed to the strong scattering from heavy

tungsten atoms (Z = 74). The phosphorus atom located in the center has a much smaller

Z (i.e., Z = 15) in comparison to W. The multi-slice HRTEM image simulations Figure

5.6(e-g) corroborate the observed structure of a single PTA molecule. The superimposed

W atoms in the simulated image show sharper contrast compared to the one, where W

atoms are partially overlapping. Moreover, blurry contrast in simulated HRTEM images is

due to the presence of oxygen atoms at the periphery of the tungsten atoms.[94] Given the

many possible orientations and aggregation of neighboring molecules in the agglomerates,

it is evident that the individual PTAs cannot be selectively identified in agglomerates,

but only if they are immobilized individually.
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Figure 5.6: HRTEM image of single PTA molecules on a graphene substrate (a). (b-d)

HRTEM images of individual PTA molecules at different rotation angles. (e-g) Image

simulation at 80 kV, spherical aberration Cs = 1 µm and defocus = -2.5 nm of the

corresponding structural models.(h-j) Ball and stick structural model of PTA [PW12O40]3−

anion molecule at different rotation angles. Tungsten (W) atoms grey, oxygen (O) red

and phosphorus (P) atoms violet. All scale bars in (b-g) correspond to 0.5 nm.
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5.4 Influence of Landing Energy on Morphology

To observe the transition from soft to destructive landing, PTA molecules were deposited

at four different landing energies viz. 15 eV, 150 eV, 300 eV, and 750 eV per molecule.

Landing molecules on a surface at high kinetic energies is known as reactive landing

[22] and could be used to intentionally generate defects that can act as pinning sites for

molecular binding on graphene.[24] Finally, for freestanding graphene as a 2D substrate,

the generation of holes in the material by the impinging ions might occur. The HRTEM

images in Figure 5.7(a-d), display PTA ensembles resulting from ES-IBD at 15 eV, 150 eV,

300 eV, and 750 eV per ion, respectively. Interestingly, no holes have been produced by

the impact of the energetic PTA ions. In all the four cases, tungsten-containing adsorbates

are formed on the surface. For the soft landing energy (Figure 5.7(a)), the agglomerations

of intact PTAs are arranged in close-packed groups immobilized on the amorphous part

of the substrate. The morphology changes with increasing landing-energy. For 15 eV and

150 eV, the agglomerations look similar, although the clusters are distributed more evenly

(Figure 5.7(a,b)). In contrast, at 300 eV and 750 eV (Figure 5.7(c,d)) I did not observe

the assembly of molecular aggregates as I did at lower and intermediate landing energies.

Instead, the HRTEM images rather resemble the drop-cast results (Figure 5.3(a)), with a

random distribution of large undefined W-containing clusters along with individual W

atoms (Figure 5.7(c)). In Figure 5.8, the bar chart analysis shows that up to 150 eV,

soft landing occurs, whereas deposition at higher energies (300 eV and 750 eV) yields

numerous individual W atoms and in drop-cast samples the number of W atoms remains

more or less constant throughout deposition.
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Figure 5.7: HRTEM image of the adsorbates after 50pAh deposition of PTA anions

at landing energies of (a) 15 eV, (b) 150 eV, (c) 300 eV, and (d) 750 eV per molecule.

Molecular fragments down to the individual tungsten atom (individual black dots) are

observed.

Moreover, at higher landing energies (300 eV and 750 eV), the PTA undergoes

disintegration and the graphene appears intact. This signifies the high mechanical

stability and structural integrity of SLG. The intactness of graphene at high landing

energy can be understood from the fact that the time scale of molecular vibrations is

short as compared to the time scale of the collision event. This allows dissipating the

deposited energy into available vibrational degrees of freedom and the graphene is able to

distribute energy swiftly before it is destroyed.
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Figure 5.8: Landing energy (X-axis) vs. number of individual W atoms (Y-axis). Tungsten

atoms observed on graphene (per 31 × 31 nm2) show increased fragmentation for 300 eV

and 750 eV deposition by ES-IBD compared to drop-cast sample, where the number of W

atoms does not vary.

5.5 Conclusion

In summary, we successfully demonstrate the usefulness of ES-IBD and HRTEM in

imaging the structure of single PTA molecules on freestanding graphene. In addition,

ES-IBD offers a chemically well-defined, homogeneous beam, which impinges on the

surface evenly with controllable coverage. Consequently, ion-beam deposition is capable

of producing a uniform coating in contrast to the solution-based deposition technique,

which is inherently inhomogeneous and prone to contamination.

This project was carried out in collaboration with Nanoscale Science Department

at MPI-FKF. Dr. Sabine Abb and Dr. Suman Sen prepared molecular ion beams and

carried out the ESI-deposition on multiple samples. Nilesh Vats prepared graphene

samples, performed HRTEM measurements, HRTEM image simulations and related

data analysis. Prof. Michael Dürr and Andre Portz (Institut für Angewandte Physik,
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Justus-Liebig-Universität Giessen) performed DINeC measurements and corresponding

data analysis. Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach, Prof. Peter van Aken, Prof. Klaus Kern,

Dr. Marko Burghard and Dr. Wilfried Sigle supervised the project.
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Chapter 6

Alkali-Iodide Clusters on Graphene

The following section is partly based on published literature.F

Apart from imaging, the electron beam in a TEM is an effective tool when advertently

employed, for manipulating and modifying substrate-adsorbate interactions to obtain

an understanding of the complex reactions at an atomic-scale regime.[95, 96] In-situ

electron-beam-driven reactions do not necessarily require external energy such as heating,

biasing or light and are proficient enough to induce intrinsic changes in the structure and

chemistry to produce new atomic assemblies. Moreover, such reactions have made possible

the fabrication of a spectrum of 2D-crystals of metal and metal oxides on layered materials

such as graphene, hexangonal boron nitride (h-BN) and transition metal dichalcogenides

(TMDs) that offers an exciting platform to explore new phenomena in condensed matter

physics with the possibility in future nanoscale device applications.[97, 98, 99, 100, 101,

102, 103, 104] This chapter discusses the electron-beam-induced transformation in the

morphology of the adsorbed alkali-iodide clusters (i.e. CsI, RbI, KI and NaI) species

deposited via ES-IBD on single-layer graphene (SLG) and bi-layer graphene (BLG). In

addition, formation of one-atom thick alkali halide 2D crystals and 3D regular atomic

clusters of 4, 6 and 7 atoms and the influence of deposition parameters such as molecular-

coverage and landing-energy via ESIBD [20, 105] on the morphology of the adsorbed

alkali-iodide species on graphene (SLG and BLG) is demonstrated.

6.1 Deposition and Formation of 3D Nanocrystals

Electrospray ionization of alkali iodide solutions (CsI, RbI, KI and NaI) generates ionic

clusters of the form (XY)nX+ (X = alkali atoms i.e. Cs, Rb, K and Na), Y = iodine

FN. Vats et al., Substrate-Selective Morphology of Cesium Iodide Clusters on Graphene. ACS Nano

2020, 14, 4626-4635.
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atom and (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). These are analyzed by time-of-flight mass spectrometry

(Figure 6.1(a-d)) and then deposited on free-standing graphene substrate via ES-IBD. The

deposited charge for CsI, RbI, KI and NaI are 450, 500, 400 and 440 pAh, respectively,

where 1pAh= 6.25×106 e−/s corresponds to approximately one monolayer of alkali-iodide

on the surface of a TEM grid. The landing energy for deposition of all alkali iodide clusters

was 200 eV per charge and in addition, RbI clusters were deposited also at 5 eV per

charge to observe the discrepancy, if any, at lower landing energy. After the deposition of

alkali-iodide clusters, TEM grids were transferred to the TEM sample holder and then to

the TEM. The transfer of the samples took place at ambient condition and not under

vacuum condition. During initial observation, we observe homogeneous distribution of

bulk 3D CsI, RbI, KI and NaI nanocrystals at low magnification using bright-field TEM

imaging (Figure 6.2(a-d)). The high kinetic energy of alkali-iodide cluster ions during the

deposition allows formation of the 3D nanocrystals. Besides, the high impact collisions do

not affect the chemical structure of the graphene, but it is highly likely that the clusters

upon landing disintegrate and the alkali and iodide adsorbates rearrange due to a transient

mobility from the high impact energy. Moreover, for the low impact energy deposition at

5 eV, smaller overall diameters of the 3D nanocrystals were observed compared to the

200 eV case (Figure 6.3(a,b)). This confirms that the landing energy directly contributes

to the dynamic behavior of the ions.
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Figure 6.1: Electrospray ionization (ESI) time-of-flight mass spectrum of (a) cesium-iodide

(CsI), (b) rubidium-iodide (RbI), (c) potassium-iodide (KI) and (d) sodium-iodide (NaI)

clusters deposited on graphene.

Alkali iodides are among the most electron-beam-sensitive inorganic materials and

known to be easily degraded when exposed for short duration during TEM imaging.[83]

The 3D alkali-iodide nanocrystals decomposed rapidly during the TEM measurements.

In Figure 6.4(a-d), the degradation of a 3D-CsI nanocrystal is shown during electron

irradiation up to a total dose of ∼ 1.16×106 e−/nm2 over the period of ∼ 8 minutes.

Similarly, nanocrystals of alkali-iodide species of RbI, KI and NaI also underwent electron

beam induced decomposition. In Figure 6.5(a-c), the structure of 3D-nanocrystals of alkali

iodides are analyzed using their 2D-FFT along the [001] viewing direction, as shown in

Figure 6.5(d-f). The measurement suggests that the structure and lattice constants of the

observed 3D-nanocrystals correspond to their bulk counterparts, i.e. CsCl-bcc-type for

CsI and NaCl-fcc-type for RbI and NaI.[106, 107, 108] Radiolysis is the main mechanism

due to which degradation of 3D-nanocrystals takes place.[109] This leads to the breaking

of bonds and thus loss of mass and crystallinity. As a result, individual alkali and iodide
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Figure 6.2: Low-magnification TEM image of 3D nanoparticles of alkali-iodides (a) CsI

(b) RbI (c) KI and (d) NaI.

atomic species are expelled from the 3D-nanocrystal and disperse over the graphene surface

either as cluster or as ad-atoms. Irrespective of the number of graphene layers suspended

on the perforated TEM grid, adatoms adhere to defect sites, amorphous hydrocarbon

impurities and hole edges present on the graphene.
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Figure 6.3: 3D-RbI nanoparticles at landing energies: (a) 5 eV per charge and (b) at 200

eV per charge.
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Figure 6.4: Low-magnification TEM image of decomposing 3D-CsI nanoparticles after

exposure to the electron beam. (a) As prepared after ES-IBD deposition (b) after 100 s,

(c) after 305 s, and (d) near-complete decomposition after 466 s of electron irradiation.
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Figure 6.5: Crystallographic information of 3D-nanocrystals of alkali-iodides. (a, b and

c) HRTEM image of single 3D crystalline nanoparticles of CsI , RbI and NaI. (d, e

and f) corresponding 2D FFT of (a, b and c) with marked reflection spots denoting

crystallographic information (units in nm−1). The error bar is ± 0.02 nm−1
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6.2 Formation of 2D Alkali-Iodide Crystals

During HRTEM investigation, prolonged electron irradiation resulted in the formation of

2D crystals on SLG and BLG. In the formation of 2D crystals, the electron beam plays

a crucial role in providing the necessary energy for mobilizing alkali and iodide atomic

species, eliminated from the 3D nanoparticles, on the graphene surface. These migrating

atoms later form ordered 2D nanocrystals. This phenomenon is demonstrated via a

time series of HRTEM images shown in Figure 6.6(a-d), where a 2D CsI nanocrystal is

formed near the decomposed 3D-CsI nanocrystal. Moreover, in a controlled experimental

condition, an area containing both SLG and BLG was exposed for 15 minutes to the

electron beam at an acceleration voltage of 60 kV (Figure 6.7). The ADF-STEM image

clearly shows that the 2D-CsI crystal formation takes place exclusively on BLG, whereas

SLG is covered with atomic clusters. The observed 2D-CsI crystals were robust under

electron beam irradiation, unlike the 3D-nanoycrstals, and did not undergo degradation

via radiolysis.

In Figure 6.8(a), an ADF-STEM image of 2D-CsI crystals is shown and the majority

of the observed crystals have similar contrast. Few crystals appear brighter than the

others and these are marked by yellow arrows. A high-resolution ADF image of a 2D

crystal with varying intensity is shown in Figure 6.8(c) along with an intensity profile in

Figure 6.8(d). If the chemical composition does not change (which was confirmed in the

present case by EELS measurements), the intensity of STEM-ADF images scales linearly

with the thickness of the sample under investigation. As the intensity in the center of the

2D crystal is twice the intensity near its edges, we can conclude that the central part of

the 2D crystal consists of a double layer of CsI. The intensity emerging from the second

layer is of the same value as that of the first layer, which affirms that the two layers have

the same elemental composition.
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Figure 6.6: Decomposition of a 3D-nanoparticle and formation of 2D-CsI crystals. (a-d)

Time series of the decomposition of a 3D CsI nanoparticle under the electron beam.

(b) Inset is the FFT of the corresponding HRTEM image. In the FFT, bright spots

corresponding to graphene are marked by dotted white circles. Six spots correspond to

one set of a graphene lattice and another six spots to another set of a graphene lattice,

which comprises to a total of 12 spots (all marked by white dotted circles) that represent

the underlying bi-layer graphene with a mis-orientation of 11◦ between them. (d) The

3D CsI nanoparticle has completely decomposed into an amorphous structure and some

atoms from the decomposed nanoparticle have rearranged into 2D crystals (enclosed by

red-dashed boxes).

An HRTEM image of a single 2D-CsI crystal and its corresponding FFT with crystal-
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Figure 6.7: Formation of 2D-CsI crystals on BLG. HAADF-STEM image acquired after

20 minutes of electron-beam irradiation. SLG and BLG are separated by an interface

marked by red arrows. 2D-cesium-iodide crystals (marked by yellow arrows) are formed

exclusively on BLG, and single atoms or groups of atoms are observed on SLG.

lographic information is displayed in Figure 6.8(e, f). In the FFT, (200)-CsI reflections

corresponding to a d-spacing of 0.25 nm and (110) reflections corresponding to a d-spacing

of 0.35 nm are visible. In Figure 6.8(g, h) intensity profiles along the red line (110 plane)

and blue line (100 plane) of the 2D crystal (Figure 5.8e) are plotted. Figure 6.8(f) shows

an atomic model of the 2D-CsI crystal (CsCl-type) along [001] and [100] projections.

Compared to the 3D-bulk (CsCl-type) CsI nanocrystal in Figure 6.5(a,d) the lattice

parameter of the 2D-CsI crystal is larger by 8% (a= 0.49 nm (2D) vs 0.45 nm (3D)). The

epitaxial growth of the 2D crystal on BLG leads to a V-shaped arrangement of the atomic

species in the crystal plane. In this type of arrangement, one atom species is closer to

the graphene surface than the other, and therefore, the interaction of alkali/iodide atoms

in the 2D crystal with the carbon atoms in graphene produces additional strain that is

responsible for the slightly elongated lattice parameter in the 2D-CsI crystal.

As cesium and iodine are closely placed in the periodic table, with their atomic numbers

53 (I) and 55 (Cs), there is no detectable contrast difference between these two atomic

species in ADF-STEM and HRTEM images (Figure 6.8(b,e)). To verify the elemental

arrangement within the 2D-CsI crystal, electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was

performed at 60 kV electron acceleration voltage. The results of the EELS measurement

for a single 2D-CsI crystal is presented in Figure 6.9(a-f) and it confirms the proposed

(CsCl-type bcc) crystal structure with an alternate arrangement of Cs and I atoms in the
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Figure 6.8: 2D CsI crystals on BLG. (a) Overview ADF image of CsI 2D crystals on BLG.

Double-layer crystals are marked by yellow arrows. (b) Magnified single-layer and (c)

double-layer crystal. (d) Plot of the line profile indicated in (c). Green, red and blue lines

indicate the intensity of the substrate, first and second layer. (e) HRTEM image of 2D

cesium-iodide crystal oriented along <100> on bi-layer graphene. (f) FFT corresponding

to (e), with marked reflection spots denoting crystallographic information. (g, h) Intensity

profiles of the red line (110 plane) and blue line (100 plane) of the 2D crystal shown in

(e). (i, j) Ball-and-stick model of single-layer 2D cesium-iodide crystal in [001] and [100]

projection (green: Cs, red: I).

2D-crystal (Figure 5.9b). It is also observed that the atoms at the periphery of the 2D

crystal are predominantly Cs atoms (Figure 6.9(b,e)) and therefore, there are more Cs

atoms in the 2D crystal than I atoms.
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Figure 6.9: Chemical imaging by EELS mapping with atomic resolution. (a) Survey STEM

image. (b) ADF image with chemical identity of Cs and I atoms superimposed, Cs-green

and I-red. (c) I-M4,5 edge and (d) Cs-M4,5 edge elemental maps. (e) Superimposed color

maps of I-M4,5 (red) and Cs-M4,5 (green) (f) as before with mean filter applied.

Although the 2D-CsI crystals formed is relatively stable under the electron beam,

there is some atom rearrangement or rotation of the whole crystal during electron beam

irradiation . To acquire an atomically resolved EELS map with high signal-to-noise ratio,

longer dwell time of the electron probe is required as compared to an image. Therefore,

the ADF image acquired during EELS mapping is distorted. The distortion is mainly
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caused by the slow scanning speed of the electron probe and simultaneous rearrangement

of the atoms.

Whereas 2D-crystals in CsI samples were observed exclusively on BLG, for the KI

sample, 2D-crystals were observed both on SLG and BLG. In Figure 6.10(a), an overview

of the morphology of KI clusters deposited on SLG is exhibited and in Figure 6.10(b),

2D-crystals enclosed within holes of the SLG are marked by green arrows. In addition, a

KI 2D-crystal on BLG is shown in Figure 6.11(a) along with the FFT in Figure 6.11(b).

Due to the large difference in atomic number between K (19) and I (53), the contrast

difference of the two atomic species is clearly distinguishable in Figuree 6.11(a). The

measured unit cell of the 2D crystal on BLG is a = 0.65 ± 0.02 nm, which is in agreement

with the bulk KI cubic crystal (0.70 nm) of the NaCl-type, however with 7% contraction.

The variation in atomic contrast in the 2D crystal not only confirms the presence of K

and I species, but also the single-layer nature of the crystal. The 7% contraction in the

crystal structure of the 2D-KI can be attributed to the negative strain produced due to

the absence of the coordinating atoms in the third dimension neighborhood.[97]

Figure 6.10: Overview of KI clusters on SLG. (a) HRTEM image of SLG with KI clusters

marked with blue arrows and hydrocarbon impurities with red arrows. (b) Free-standing

KI nanocrystals (marked by green arrows) in SLG holes. Holes in SLG are marked by

yellow dashed lines and are indicated by the letter ”H”. Hydrocarbon impurities are

marked by a red arrow.

Compared to the 2D-crystals observed on BLG, the 2D-crystals, which formed in the

graphene hole underwent rapid rearrangement under the electron beam and their crystal

structure did not completely coincide. The free-standing crystal in the hole appeared
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Figure 6.11: 2D-cyrstal of KI on BLG. (a) HRTEM image of a 2D-crystal of KI on BLG.

The error bar is ± 0.02 nm. (b) 2D FFT of (a) with marked reflection spots denoting

crystallographic information.

rectangular and the atomic contrast between K and I were not distinguishable suggesting

more than one layer. The free-standing crystal was observed to be less stable compared to

the crystal found on BLG and underwent rapid rearrangement under the electron beam.

The less stable structure can be due to the absence of a substrate that could provide some

degree of stability due to the epitaxial interaction.

The HRTEM images in Figure 6.12(a,b) show an overview of the morphology of the

NaI sample. Here, blue and red arrows mark hydrocarbon impurities and small atomic

clusters, respectively. Moreover, 2D-crystals on the SLG Figure 6.12(a) and freestanding

in a SLG hole are denoted by green arrows. Holes in the SLG sheet are marked by yellow

dashed lines and letters H. In Figure 6.13(a), an HRTEM image of an individual 2D

NaI crystal is shown and its corresponding 2D-FFT with crystallographic information

is exhibited in Figure 6.13(c). After some time of electron exposure, the structure had

rotated (Figure 6.13(b,d)) and was then oriented along the [111]direction. From the FFT,

an epitaxial relationship between the 2D-NaI crystal and the underlying SLG is confirmed,

where the {110} planes of the NaI crystal are parallel to the zigzag planes of the SLG

lattice. This is shown by the blue dashed line drawn along the reflections of SLG and

{110}-NaI, where these reflection are lying on one line indicating that they are parallel to

each other. The crystallographic parameters measured for the 2D-NaI are not comparable

to its 3D-bulk counterpart presented in Figure 6.5(c, f). Moreover, the 2D structure of

the NaI is of the CsCl-type (B2) rather than NaCl-type (B1)structure that is exclusively
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found for the 3D-bulk structure. The atomic contrast emanating from the observed NaI

2D crystals in Figure 6.13(a,b) are similar and are undistinguished based on their atom

size disparity.

Figure 6.12: Overview of the NaI cluster on SLG. (a) HRTEM image of SLG with NaI

clusters marked by red arrows and hydrocarbon impurities with blue arrows. A 2D-NaI

crystals on SLG is marked by a green arrow. (b) Free-standing NaI nanocrystals (marked

by green arrows) in SLG holes. Holes in SLG are marked by yellow dashed lines and are

indicated by the letter ”H”.

Being electron-beam sensitive and highly transformative under electron beam-irradiat

-ion, the NaI 2D crystals could not be characterized by EELS. Surprisingly, during HRTEM

investigation, 2D NaI crystals migrated toward holes, which were present in the SLG and

settled there for confinement. An example of a NaI-2D crystal confined within an SLG hole

is exhibited in Figure 6.14(a), where an alternate arrangement of high- and low-contrast

atoms is visible. A unit cell is marked by the yellow dashed square and it measures a

= 0.32 ± 0.02 nm. The crystallographic information is marked in the corresponding 2D

FFT shown in Figure 6.14(b). A structural model of the freestanding 2D NaI crystal over

the SLG hole is displayed in Figure 6.14(c). This model was constructed based on the

observed experimental image and used for multi-slice HRTEM simulations. The simulated

HRTEM image shown in Figure 6.14(d) matches closely to the experimental image in

Figure 6.14(a) and the atomic contrast between Na and I atoms is evidently discernable in

both experimental and simulated images. This confirms that the 2D NaI crystal consists

of a single layer, which is freestanding within the graphene hole. The strong interaction

between SLG and the NaI crystal results in a straight edge of the 2D-crystal at the two
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Figure 6.13: HRTEM of a 2D-NaI crystal on SLG. (a,b) HRTEM images of freestanding

a NaI 2D-crystal on SLG with (100) and, after rotation, (111) orientation. (c,d) 2D FFT

of (a,b) with marked reflection spots denoting crystallographic information. The blue

dashed line in (d) represents the overlapping reflections from 2D-NaI and SLG.

ends of the graphene hole. The structural parameters measured from the 2D FFT of the

observed 2D-crystals on SLG and within the hole precisely coincide and hence it is evident

that both represent 2D-NaI crystals. The discrepancy between the structural type of the

2D and 3D NaI suggests that the interaction with SLG causes NaI to crystallize into a

CsCl-type structure at an ambient condition without application of high temperature and

pressure. Such a transformation of NaI has not been observed experimentally and hence
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the 2D-NaI crystal structure is unique in this category of 2D-alkali iodide crystals.

Figure 6.14: Freestanding 2D-NaI crystal. (a) HRTEM image of freestanding 2D-NaI in a

graphene hole. The error bar is ± 0.02 nm. (b) 2D FFT of (a) with marked reflection

spots denoting crystallographic information. (c) Structural model of (a) and corresponding

HRTEM image simulation.

The formation of the two-dimensional alkali-iodide crystals on SLG/BLG is predom-

inantly governed by a charge-transfer mechanism between the alkali/iodide ions and

graphene. The calculated charge transfer between I, Cs, Rb, K and Na with respect to

graphene are approximately 0.50e−, 0.95e−, 0.93e−, 0.92e− and 0.86e−, respectively.[110,

111, 112] The values of charge transfer imply that the alkali-metal atoms undergo sub-

stantial adsorption to graphene compared to iodine and therefore, alkali-metal atoms
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will be located closer to the graphene surface than the iodine due to stronger interaction.

Moreover, the fact that highly ordered 2D-CsI and 2D-KI crystals are only found on BLG

could be attributed to the presence of the additional graphene layer that provides supple-

mentary π electrons, which further augments the interaction between the adsorbed atomic

species and the BLG.[113] Furthermore, in a recently published work on 2D-NaCl crystals

on SLG/BLG via experimental and theoretical analysis, the role of extra alkali atoms in

stabilizing the 2D alkali iodide crystal by means of charge transfer between graphene π

electrons and Na atoms has been confirmed.[114] This confirms our finding of more Cs

atom than I in the periphery of 2D-CsI crystals (Figure 6.9(b,e,f)) providing enhanced

stability. Interestingly, among all the alkali metals, Na has the least contribution of the

charge transfer with respect to SLG (i.e. 0.86e−) and it is the only alkali-iodide species

that forms stable 2D-crystal on SLG. Although Na forms 2D crystals with I on SLG, NaI

crystals seem to preferentially occupy holes in the SLG implying strong interaction of

NaI atomic species with dangling bonds present at the graphene edge, which provides a

better energetically favorable condition than the pristine graphene surface. It is therefore

inferred that the NaI forms stable 2D-crystal structure on SLG, but has a higher stability

when confined to holes.
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6.3 Dynamics of 2D Alkali-Iodide Crystals

The 2D-cyrstals of alkali-iodide species show dynamic behavior when exposed to continuous

electron-beam irradiation. Depending on the alkali-metal species in the alkali-iodide crystal,

different dynamics were observed on either SLG or BLG, where they either rearrange

themselves or move as a complete entity on the graphene surface. In the CsI case, the 2D

crystals were pinned at a defect site present on BLG and it continuously pivoted around

it. In Figure 6.15(a-d), an example of the time-dependent behavior of a 2D-CsI crystal

is shown and the 2D crystal continuously rotates around its pinned location. After 282

s, it disappears leaving behind an atom pair Figure 6.15(d). The observed atom pair is

attached to a defect site, where the 2D-CsI crystal was pinned before its disappearance.

The pinning site can be in the form of structural defects, such as a vacancy or a dangling

bond, that provide an energetically conducive environment for 2D-crystal interaction

with graphene.[97] Also, before its disappearance, the 2D-CsI crystal in Figure 6.15(c)

consist of 58 atoms, which is 23 atoms less compared to the 2D crystal in Figure 6.15(a-b).

During its constant rearrangement, rotation and translations under the electron beam

occur, and the 2D crystal has lost 23 atoms (Figure 6.16(a, b)), which in turn reduces its

overall size and stability causing it to disappear from the BLG. Electron-beam-induced

rearrangement of 2D-CsI crystals on BLG leads to the occurrence of tilt grain boundaries

(GB). A time-series of HRTEM images exhibiting formation of a GB in 2D CsI at a dose

rate of 1.4 × 106e−/nm2/s is shown in Figure 6.15(e-g). The occurrence of the GB takes

place after 5 s of electron-beam exposure Figure 6.15(f) and disappears after 11 s (Figure

6.15(g)). An enlarged image of the red-dashed square of Figure 6.15(f) is shown in Figure

6.15(h). Cs atoms are marked by yellow dots and the structural units of the GB, akin to

distorted hexagons, are denoted by green color. The measured tilt angle of the GB is 42◦,

which is approximately equivalent to a Σ29a or a Σ73c tilt GB in bulk crystals.[115] Each

structural unit is bordered by 3 Cs ions and 3 I ions and thus represents a charge-neutral

configuration, which provides a low-energy configuration. The size of the 2D-CsI crystal

after the rearrangement remains the same and is not altered.

Constant rearrangement and rotation of the 2D-CsI crystal on graphene surface

provides an interesting possibility to investigate its favored adsorption orientation with

respect to graphene. A set of an HRTEM time series is shown in Figure 6.17(a-d). Its

corresponding 2D FFTs in Figure 6.17(e-h) show the epitaxial relationship of the 2D-CsI

crystal and the underlying graphene sheet. From the time-series images, it is observed

that the 2D-CsI crystal does not align with the zigzag and arm-chair directions of the

graphene lattice. This suggests a small energy-barrier between different configurations of

the crystal.
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Figure 6.15: HRTEM images of the dynamics of 2D-CsI crystals. (a-c) Rotation and

translation of an entire cluster with small rearrangements. (d) After disappearance of

a 2D-CsI crystal few atoms remain at the former pinning site (shown by yellow arrow).

(e, f, g) Time-sequence of the formation of a GB in a 2D-CsI crystal under electron-

beam irradiation. (h) Magnification of the (high-angle) grain boundary in (f). It can be

described by a set of distorted hexagonal structural units (green). The grain boundary

has a measured tilt angle of 42◦.

Figure 6.16: Counting of atoms in a 2D cesium-iodide crystal. (a) Initial and (b) final

dimension, just before disappearance, of a 2D cesium-iodide crystal on BLG. Red and

green color dots represent Cs and I.
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For illustration, in the FFT shown in Figure 6.17(e, g), the (200) planes of the 2D-CsI

crystal are oriented parallel to the zigzag, and the (020) planes are parallel to the armchair

configuration of the graphene. In addition, in Figure 6.17(f,h), the (110) planes of the

2D-CsI crystal are aligned parallel to the zigzag axis and the (101) planes are oriented

parallel to the armchair axis of the graphene lattice.

Figure 6.17: Time-series of epitaxial orientation of the 2D cesium-iodide crystal and

underlying graphene sheet. (a-d) Reconstructed HRTEM images (after applying a mask to

the 2D FFT) of a rotated 2D CsI crystal on graphene; (e-h) corresponding FFT patterns

showing the detailed relationship between the CsI-(200), (110) planes with respect to

the graphene zigzag (Gr-zz) and graphene armchair (Gr-ac) direction. Aligned spots

between graphene and 2D CsI crystal are shown using semi-transparent yellow lines.

HRTEM-images (a-d) reconstructed via Fourier-filtering by selecting only the 2D crystal

and one set of the graphene lattice. The scale bar in the FFTs corresponds to 5 nm−1

In contrast to the 2D-CsI crystal, the 2D crystal of KI was less stable under electron

irradiation (at the same dose-rate) on BLG. Figure 6.18(a-c) and (g-i) shows the HRTEM

time series of 2D KI from its inception to its annihilation. The time duration between

formation and complete destruction of the 2D-KI crystal was 76 s, which is approximately

three times shorter than the stability of 2D-CsI crystal (see Figure 6.15(a-d)). Initially,

in Figure 6.18(a) there exist two holes on the surface of the top-layer graphene and this is

marked by the red dashed line. After 1 s, it is observed that, due to the electron-beam
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irradiation, the formation of a 2D-KI crystal starts to take place and its corresponding

FFT is shown in Figure 6.18(e), where the 200 reflection of the 2D-KI is enclosed in

a white circle. Coalescence of two graphene holes shown in Figure 6.18(a) provides an

additional surface area that facilitates expansion of the 2D crystal shown in Figure 6.18(c).

Its corresponding FFT in Figure 6.18(f) shows its epitaxial relationship with respect to

the underlying graphene.

The 2D-KI crystal maintains its crystalline phase until 31 s (Figure 6.18(g)), before

it loses its crystallinity after 65 s (Figure 6.18(h,k)). At this stage, some residual atoms

from the 2D-KI crystal are still present in the hole. Nevertheless, after 76 s the number

of residual atoms reduces considerably and only few atoms are observed in the hole. The

graphene hole provides energetically favorable sites for the 2D-crystal stability, but it

did not remain stable for more than 65 s and ultimately collapsed under electron beam

irradiation. However, the contrast difference between the K and I atoms are clearly

discernable in Figure 6.18(c,g), which certifies that the 2D-KI crystal observed on BLG is

a monolayer structure.

Figure 6.19(a-h) shows different dynamic stages and stability of a freestanding 2D-NaI

crystal against the electron irradiation in the SLG hole. In Figure 6.19(a-d), the 2D-NaI

crystal forms a bridge structure and attaches itself to the two ends of the graphene hole

long its width. In Figure 6.19(c) the 2D-NaI crystal has orientation similar to the Figure

6.13(b) and therefore, it can be concluded that the free-standing 2D-NaI crystal has

rotated from the initial <100>−direction to the <110>−direction. Later on, from Figure

6.19(e-h) the NaI crystal is observed to move along the graphene hole and attaches to

graphene hole to its sides and, hence a large crystal area is in contact with the graphene

hole edge. This large-area contact provides stability to the 2D-NaI crystal and it remains

in contact for another 132 s (see Figure 6.19e-h). Moreover, the coalescence of the two

holes has no significant effect on the 2D-NaI crystal and it conveniently adjusts to the

curvature of the expanded graphene edge Figure 6.19 (g-h). The width of the 2D-NaI

crystal reduces from six atoms in Figure 6.19(a) to five atoms in Figure 6.19(h). In a

similar occurrence shown in Figure 6.20(a-h), the electron-induced coalescence of the holes

leads to the fusion of two 2D crystals. The dynamics of the 2D-NaI crystal along the

edges of the graphene hole and the fusion process suggest stronger interatomic forces

between Na and I ions than between (Na,I) ions and C atoms.
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Figure 6.18: HRTEM images of the dynamics of a 2D-KI crystal on BLG. (a) Two

holes marked by red dashed lines on tri-layer graphene. (b) After 1 second, appearance

of a faint 2D-KI crystal on BLG. (c,g) Formation of a well-defined 2D-KI crystal. (h,

i) Disintegration and disappearance of the 2D-KI crystal after 76 s. (d-f and j-l) are

corresponding 2D FFTs of (a-c and g-i), where the misorientation between the BLG of 8◦

is shown in (d) and reflections of planes parallel to the graphene-zigzag edge and of the

2D-KI crystal (200) planes are marked in (e).
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Figure 6.19: HRTEM images of the dynamics of a freestanding 2D-NaI crystal in a

graphene hole. (a-h) Rotation and translation of an entire 2D-cyrstal along the SLG hole

edge with small structural rearrangements under continuous electron irradiation.

Figure 6.20: Coalescence of two 2D-NaI crystal in a graphene hole. (a-h) Time sequence

of the transformation of two individual freestanding 2D-NaI crystals into one crystal.
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6.4 Alkali-Iodide Clusters

Upon electron irradiation, alkali and iodide atomic species emitted from 3D-nanocrystals

form atomic clusters on SLG. Most of the formed clusters consist of 3-10 atoms and among

them approximately 30% are of regular reoccurring structures. These regular clusters

consist of 4, 6, 7 and 8 atoms and they are observed exclusively for CsI and RbI samples.

The atomic clusters of 4, 6, and 7 atoms from CsI samples are shown in Figure 6.21(a).

For the structural assessment of the observed regular structures, it is vital to ascertain

the chemical composition of the cluster. However, the chemical analysis of the cluster

by STEM-EELS failed owing to the high mobility and structural transformation of the

atomic clusters under the focused electron beam. Following another route, by chemical

selective deposition of pure Cs+ or pure I−, we found no regular clusters on SLG. This

confirms that the formation of regular clusters are only possible, when both Cs and I are

present.

Figure 6.21: Clusters of CsI on graphene. (a) HRTEM image of SLG with CsI clusters. 4-,

6- and 7-atom clusters are indicated by green, red and blue boxes. (b-f) HRTEM images

of most commonly occurring 4-, 6-, 7- and 8-ion clusters. (g-k) Simulated HRTEM image

of the corresponding atomic model of the 4-, 6-, 7- and 8-atom clusters shown in (l-p).

(q-u) are cross-sectional projections of the atomic models shown in (l-p). Cesium and

iodine atoms are represented by green and red color, respectively.

To analyze the structure of the observed CsI atomic clusters, we measured the atomic
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distances and compared them with its 2D-crystal counterpart. For the 4-atom feature,

the measured next neighbor atomic distance is 0.29 nm, which is close to the measured

Cs-I distance in the (110) plane in the 2D-cyrstal, i.e. (0.35 nm) shown in Figure 6.8(f,

g). This strongly suggests that the 4-atom feature is a tetrahedral structure and not a

simple planar structure. Contraction of the Cs-I bond length in the cluster compared to

its 2D crystal structure indicates that there is an increase in the vertical distance of Cs

and I planes. As a result, the 4-atom cluster has a shape of a tetrahedron standing on one

of its four edges shown in Figure 6.21(l and q). This arrangement of Cs and I on SLG

can be explained by the fact that the charge transfer between Cs and graphene induces

considerable negative partial charge in C atoms surrounding the cluster, which stabilizes

the position of the I ions at a larger distance. More notably, the 4-atom cluster was the

most pervasive among the entire regular clusters observed.

Two different shapes are observed for the 6-atom and 7-atom clusters. These are

rectangular trimer and ring or hexagonal structures with or without central atoms (Figure

6.21(c-f)). Ring or hexagonal structures were observed to be more stable compared to

the trimer structure, which transformed rapidly under electron-beam irradiation. The

measured interatomic distance in trimer clusters are shown in Figure 6.21(c,h), where c

= 0.16 ± 0.03 nm is the separation between atom pairs in the center, a = 0.245 ± 0.02

nm the separation of outer atom pairs, and b = 0.69 ± 0.03 nm the complete length of

the trimer cluster. The separation between the two positions varies considerably and this

implies that there is considerable interaction between the carbon atoms in the underlying

graphene and CsI ions. We confirm the relation between the interatomic distances in

CsI clusters and corresponding carbon atom positions, on which they are adsorbed by

analyzing averaged HRTEM images shown in Figure 6.22(a-d).

The atomic clusters consisting of Cs and I have high contrast compared to the

underlying graphene lattice. However, owing to their similar atomic number, it is difficult

to distinguish Cs and I atoms in the given clusters just based on the atomic contrast

observed in the TEM. Having said that, when we compare 7-atom ring or hexagonal

clusters shown in Figure 6.21(e,f), it is observed that all the 7 atoms in the cluster Figure

6.21(e) have uniform contrast, whereas the central atom in Figure 6.21(f) has stronger

contrast and appears slightly larger in diameter compared to the former. This change in

appearance can be rationalized by the fact that there exists an extra iodine atom on top

of cesium (Figure 6.21(u)) and their overlapping provides enhanced contrast in addition

to a slight increase in diameter, when viewed from top. This is verified in the simulated

HRTEM image in Figure 6.21(k). Therefore, the 7-atom clusters shown in Figure 6.21(e,

f) have similar atomic arrangements with the exception of Figure 6.21(f) having an extra
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Figure 6.22: Mapping the atom position in CsI clusters on graphene. (a, b, c and d).

Red dots denote the carbon atoms on the graphene surface and green dots represent

the graphene carbon atoms underneath the atomic clusters with 4, 6 and 7 atoms. (e)

Schematic representation of the graphene lattice, where lattice distances between carbon

atoms at various positions (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) are mentioned in Å. Hollow (H), top

(T) and bridge (B) positions are marked with green letters.

iodine atom in the center, which also increases its overall dimension by 32% compared to

Figure 6.21(e), so as to accommodate an extra I atom.

Similar to the CsI case, atomic clusters with regular features of 4, 6, and 7 atoms were

observed in RbI samples shown in Figure 6.23(a-f). Interestingly, in RbI no 2D crystals

were observed, and therefore, there is no one-atom thick low-dimensional arrangement

of atomic species to compare the structural arrangements of the RbI atomic clusters.

However, we do have dimensions from bulk 3D-nanocrystals and their dimensions can be

related to the observed 3D-atomic cluster. For instance, the measured d-spacing of (220)

planes in 3D-RbI crystals is ∼0.26 nm, which is very close to the nearest atomic distances

in 4-atom (0.28 ± 0.02 nm) and 6-atom (0.27 ± 0.03nm) RbI clusters shown in Figure

6.23 (b and d-e). Moreover, the distance between the atomic positions of all observed

RbI structures are in close agreement with the carbon atom position in the underlying

graphene lattice (Figure 6.22 (a-e)), suggesting a strong interaction with respect to the

underlying carbon atoms akin to the already discussed CsI cluster case in Figure 6.21(b-u).

Unlike in CsI and RbI, in the NaI samples only linear 4-atom and 6-atom clusters
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Figure 6.23: Clusters of RbI on graphene. (a) HRTEM image of SLG with RbI clusters.

4-, 6- and 7-atom clusters are indicated by green, red and blue boxes. (b-f) HRTEM

images of most commonly occurring 4, 6, 7 and 8 ion clusters.

and in KI case only 4-atom clusters were observed on SLG. The 4-atom cluster was the

only cluster type that was pervasively found in all the alkali-iodide samples and their

interatomic spacing did not vary significantly (See the Table in Figure 6.24). All the

measured distances of (a) for the 4-atom clusters of CsI, RbI, KI and NaI were in the range

between 0.26 and 0.29 ± 0.02 nm, which is due to the change in the alkali metal species

and the different interaction strengths with the I atom. The measured values of a in all

the 4-atom clusters is close to 0.28 nm, that is the distance between a carbon atom and its

third-nearest neighbor in the graphene lattice Figure 6.22(a,e). Similarly, the measured

values of a and b in the 6-atom (linear) clusters of CsI, RbI and NaI match closely to each

other and coincide with the distances between second-nearest carbon atoms (0.25 nm)

and third-nearest atoms along the zig-zag direction (∼ 0.73 nm) as described in Figure

6.22(b,e). These values of a and b in alkali iodide clusters corroborate the hypothesis

that there is strong interaction due to charge transfer between the carbon atoms and

alkali iodide atomic species. These strong interactions are responsible for the formation of
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regular atomic clusters on SLG.

Figure 6.24: Dimensional comparsion of 4-atom feature (tetrahedron) and 6-atom feature

(rectangular trimer) of the Clusters of alkali-iodides on SLG.

6.5 Conclusion

In summary, the experimental HRTEM results validate that regular 4, 6 and 7 atom

atomic clusters form on SLG and BLG and that this formation is a consequence of the

combination of electron irradiation (rendering atomic mobility and dissociation) and

strong interatomic forces between alkali/halide ions and carbon. CsI and KI form stable

2D-crystals on BLG, whereas NaI prefers 2D growth in graphene holes. The structure of

the observed 2D crystals were determined by the measured interplanar spacings using

FFTs. The alkali and iodine atoms present in the 2D alkali-iodide crystals were identified

via electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and by the differences in their atomic con-

trast. Moreover, the structural parameters of the observed 2D-alkali iodide crystals varied

by approximately ∼ 8% as compared to their bulk counterparts and this is due to their

reduced coordination number and epitaxial interaction with carbon atoms in the graphene

lattice. Surprisingly, the observed 2D crystal of NaI is different from its reported 3D-bulk

structure and prefers to crystallize in the CsCl-type bcc structure on SLG.

This project was carried out in collaboration with Nanoscale Science Department at

MPI-FKF. Dr.Sabine Abb, Dr. Suman Sen, Hannah Ochner and Sven Szilagyi prepared
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molecular ion beams and carried out the ESI-deposition on multiple samples. Nilesh Vats

prepared graphene samples, performed HRTEM measurements, HRTEM image simula-

tions and related data analysis. Dr. Yi Wang performed STEM-EELS measurements and

corresponding data analysis. Prof. Stephan Rauschenbach, Prof. Peter van Aken, Prof.

Klaus Kern and Dr. Wilfried Sigle supervised the project.
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Chapter 7

Atom-Pair Catalysis

The following section is based on submitted manuscript ‡

The ability of modern aberration-corrected high-resolution transmission electron mi-

croscopy (AC-HRTEM) to image single atoms has greatly helped to understand single-

atom catalysis (SAC) and the underlying real-time dynamic processes.[116] SAC has

played a vital role in electron-beam-assisted defect-formation reactions in 2D-materials

decorated with atomic species.[117] The reported defect structures, such as vacancies,

holes, and nanoribbons, have promising applications such as molecular sieving,[118, 119]

confinement,[120] magnetism,[121] electrochemistry,[122] and as DNA translocation sens-

ors.[123] SAC was shown to be triggered by transition-metal atoms and silicon,[124, 58, 125]

which form covalent bonds with the underlying graphene and thus lead to some charge

redistribution.[125] This weakens the C-C atom bonding and facilitates vacancy formation

in the graphene lattice under high-energy electron irradiation. The dangling bonds at a

vacancy site have the tendency to attract other SAC atoms due to their higher reactiv-

ity compared to pristine graphene,[62] hence, resulting in additional vacancy formation

ultimately leading to the formation of holes.[55]

Experimental studies highlight that group-I (alkali), group-III, and group-VIII (noble

gas) atoms do not show SAC; instead, group-I atomic species form pure ionic bonds, and

group-III atoms form partial ionic and covalent bonds with graphene.[112, 126] However,

the C-C bond-weakening reaction in SLG has not been studied in case of molecular

species. Of particular interest are group-I and group-VII elements, as single ad-atoms

of these groups show only weak interaction with SLG, whereas the ionic interaction

between such species is very strong. Besides, group-I and group-VII elements deposited

on graphene and graphite have been extensively investigated individually using TEM

towards their application in the field of graphite intercalation compounds (GIC). Their

‡N. Vats et al., Catalyzing bond-dissociation in graphene via alkali-halide molecules.
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adsorbed atomic species exhibit ionic characteristics by exchanging electrons with the

host (graphite/graphene) material.[127, 128, 129]

In this work, I show both experimentally and theoretically that the presence of alkali-

iodide molecular species enhances the rate of etching in SLG under electron irradiation.

For this, I employ the electrospray ion-beam deposition (ES-IBD)[20, 21, 34, 21] technique

to deposit chemically selected alkali-metal (AM), iodine (I), and alkali-iodide (AI) ions on

SLG. I perform AC-HRTEM time-dependent atomic-scale characterization of the etching

process and the morphology of the graphene. The application of both techniques thus offers

the advantage of highly controlled sample synthesis and atom-by-atom characterization

in real time. Moreover, using density functional theory (DFT), the electronic interaction

between AM, I, and AI with SLG, the charge transfer, and the static binding energy

are elucidated. Using first-principles molecular dynamics (DFT-MD), we evaluate the

dynamic threshold displacement of carbon atoms at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.

7.1 Deposition of Alkali metal, Iodine and Alkali-

iodide Clusters on Graphene

Alkali (Cs+, Rb+), iodine (I−), and alkali iodide [(AI)nA+] (here A= Na, K, Rb and Cs)

ionic species were deposited on graphene after mass-selection in ES-IBD. The landing

energy of the deposited ionic-cluster species was set to 200 eV/charge and the final

coverage of the alkali and alkali-iodide ionic species recorded on the surface of TEM grids

varied between 450-500 pAh. For iodine, the total coverage after the completion of

deposition was 100 pAh. The mass spectra of deposited AM and AI ionic-cluster species

are shown in Figure 7.1(a-c) and Figure 6.1(a-d) (in Chapter 6) respectively.

The alkali iodides form 3D-nanoparticles on the graphene surface (refer Figure 6.2(a-

d)of Chapter 6), which quickly disintegrate into ad-atoms, small clusters, and atom pairs

upon electron irradiation.[130] This leads to the formation of a high density of atomic

species on the surface of graphene. In contrast, Cs and Rb and I atomic species do not

form such 3D-nanoparticles, but are dispersed on the graphene surface as ad-atoms.

After prolonged electron irradiation (∼ 30 s) at an electron kinetic energy of 80 keV,

holes form in the graphene near the adsorbed alkali-iodide clusters (Figure 7.2(a-d)). Due

to the high reactivity of the dangling carbon bonds present at the SLG holes, some alkali

and iodine atomic species decorate the edges of the holes as shown in the insets enclosed

in black boxes of Figure 7.2(a-d).
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Figure 7.1: Electrospray ionization (ESI) time-of-flight mass spectrum of (a) Cesium Cs+,

(b) Rubidium Rb+ and (c) Iodine I− ions deposited on graphene.
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However, the majority of alkali (Cs and Rb) and iodine (I) atom species adhere to

energetically favorable sites such as hydrocarbon impurities and steps of the polycrystalline

graphitic surface (Figure 7.3(a-f)). Individual Cs, Rb, and I atoms on the SLG surface can

be readily identified due to their high contrast compared to the carbon atoms. Moreover,

unlike the AI-dimer case, the presence of individual AM and I ad-atoms on the SLG does

not instigate a formation of holes under continuous electron irradiation and the lattice of

SLG remains intact.

Figure 7.2: HRTEM images of single-layer graphene with alkali-iodide ad-atoms. (a)

Cesium iodide, (b) rubidium iodide, (c) potassium iodide and (d) sodium iodide clusters

on SLG. Insets in (a-d) show graphene pores decorated with alkali-iodide clusters formed

under electron irradiation at 80 kV. The scale bar corresponds to 5 nm.
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Figure 7.3: HRTEM image of single-layer graphene with ad-atoms. (a) Cesium, (b)

rubidium and (c) iodine ad-atoms. (d, e and f) Enlarged view of the selected area enclosed

by the black box in (a, b and c) showing ad-atoms adhering specifically to hydrocarbon

impurities present on the SLG surface. The scale bar corresponds to 5 nm.

7.2 Interaction of Alkali metal, and Iodine Ad-atom

with SLG

Interaction of individual AM, I, and AI species with SLG is key to understanding the etch-

ing process in SLG in the presences of the AI species under prolonged electron irradiation.

Therefore, we performed first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations (refer

to section A in Appendix), which revealed the nature of these interactions. At first, we

benchmarked our calculations by comparison with already published data involving AM

and I ad-atoms on SLG.[112, 126, 110] The results obtained from our DFT calculations

were in agreement with these calculations and we therefore, in the next step, performed

calculations involving AI dimers. In Figure 7.4, the nature of the interaction of AM and

I ad-atoms with SLG is described. The energetically optimized structure of AM and

I (Na, K, Rb, Cs and I) ad-atoms along [001] and [100] viewing directions is shown in

Figure 7.4(a-e) and Figure 7.4(f-j). Because the electron density at the H site is lower
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as compared to that at the T and B sites, the H site is the energetically stable position

of an ad-atom.[112] The height of adsorption (d) above the graphene plane for AMs

gradually increases from Na (0.27 nm) to Cs (0.30 nm), and for I it is 0.37 nm (Table 7.1).

The nature of interaction of AM and I ad-atoms with SLG was evaluated by computing

the charge-density difference (∆ρ(r)) before and after adsorption (Figure 7.4(k-o)). The

charge-density difference is calculated using the following equation:

∆ρ(r) = ρ(r)aG − ρ(r)a − ρ(r)G (7.1)

where ρ(r)aG is the total charge density of the alkali-metal ad-atom and SLG, ρ(r)a is

the charge density of the isolated alkali-metal atom and ρ(r)G is the charge density of

the isolated SLG. In Figure 7.4(k-n), the charge accumulation and depletion are denoted

by yellow and cyan colors, which suggest that the interaction leads to a depletion of

charge from the AM ad-atoms and an accumulation of charge above the SLG surface.

The accumulated charge is dispersed all over the SLG surface. Figure 7.4(o) shows that

in case of I ad-atoms the charge-density difference is inverted as compared to the AM

ad-atoms. Hence, AM ad-atoms donate (s) electrons from their outermost electronic shell

to SLG and therefore become positively charged, whereas I ad-atoms become negatively

charged after receiving (pz) electrons from SLG.

In addition, the charge separation is clearly observed in Figure 7.4(p-t), where the

charge-density difference is plotted along the [100] viewing direction. Obviously, only

an exchange of charge has taken place between the substrate and ad-atoms leading to

a purely ionic interaction. The values of the charge transfer are shown in Table 7.1.

The electron-density distributions within the graphene plane (Figure 7.4(u-y)) look very

similar for all ad-atoms, indicating that the C-C bonding within the SLG is hardly affected

by the ad-atom adsorption.
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Table 7.1: Quantities of the interaction of alkali and iodine ad-atoms with SLG. Here,

Ead is the energy of adsorption, Ef is the Fermi energy, q is the transferred charge and d

represents the height of the alkali/iodine atom above the SLG plane.

System Ead (eV) Ef (eV) q (e−) ∆d (Å) Nature

Na-SLG 0.78 -1.30 -0.7 2.70 Ionic

K-SLG 0.80 -0.86 -0.9 2.90 Ionic

Rb-SLG 1.24 -0.77 -0.9 2.95 Ionic

Cs-SLG 1.58 -0.83 -0.9 3.00 Ionic

I-SLG 0.74 -3.28 +0.7 3.70 Ionic
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Figure 7.4: Interaction of alkali metal and iodine ad-atoms with SLG. Energetically

optimized structural model of Na, K, Rb, Cs, and I ad-atoms on SLG viewed along the

[001]-direction (a-e) and along the [100]-direction with their optimized height of adsorption

(f-j). (k-o) 3D charge-density difference plots along the [001] viewing direction and (p-t)

charge-density plots of the cross-section through alkali and iodine ad-atoms perpendicular

to SLG. (u-y) 2D-charge density distributions in the SLG plane underneath the alkali

ad-atom. The unit used for the electron density is (e/Å3).
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7.3 Interaction of Alkali-Iodide Dimer with SLG

In Figure 7.5, the interaction of AI dimers (NaI, KI, RbI, and CsI) with SLG is shown.

Energetically optimized structural configurations along [001] and [100] viewing direction

are shown in Figure 7.5(a-d) and (e-h), respectively. The height of adsorption of AI-dimer

atoms above the SLG plane and the respective adsorption energies are presented in Table

7.2. Calculated bond lengths of the AI dimers (i.e., NaI 2.77 Å, KI 3.11 Å, RbI 3.25 Å,

and CsI 3.41 Å) from the DFT optimized structural configuration are in agreement with

literature values.[131]

Interestingly, the dimers cause buckling of the SLG lattice. Only in case of CsI, this

buckling is almost negligible (Figure 7.5h). The buckling leads to both in-plane and

out-of-plane distortions and thus to strain in the SLG lattice. The minimum and the

maximum in-plane distortions are 0.01 Å(RbI) and 0.02 Å(NaI), which corresponds to a

positive strain of 0.7 % and 1.4 %, respectively. The in-plane strain produced in the SLG

lattice for NaI, KI, and RbI dimers is shown in Figure 7.6. In addition, the calculated

amplitudes for the out-of-plane distortions in SLG are -0.48 Å, -0.52 Å, and -0.51 Å for

the NaI, KI, and RbI dimers (Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.5: Interaction of alkali-iodide dimers with SLG. Energetically optimized structural

models of NaI, KI, RbI, and CsI dimers on SLG viewed along the [001]-direction (a-d)

and along the [100]-direction (e-h). (i-l) 2D charge-density-difference plots along the [001]

viewing direction and (m-p) 2D-charge density plots of the cross-section through alkali-

iodide dimers perpendicular to the SLG. (q-t) Variation in 2D-charge-density distributions

in the SLG plane underneath the alkali-iodide dimers. The unit used for electron density

is (e/Å3).
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Figure 7.6: Calculation of the strain produced in single-layer graphene due to the presence

of an alkali-iodide dimer. Energetically optimized structural configuration of (a) NaI, (b)

KI and (c) RbI dimer on SLG. (d, e, and f) Color-coded values of the calculated strain

are given in (%).
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the out-of-plane distortion amplitude between an AI dimer

and AM ad-atom species. (a-d) Color-coded distortion-amplitude maps for the AM ad-

atom showing zero distortion in [001] viewing direction, and (e-g) color-coded distortion-

amplitude maps for the AI-dimer in [001] viewing direction. (h-j) Distorted structure in

[100] viewing direction corresponding to the color-coded map shown in (e-g).
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The 3D-charge density along the [001] viewing direction is plotted in Figure 7.5(i-l).

The charges are locally confined to the adsorption site of the AI dimers on the SLG lattice.

This is in stark contrast to what was observed for the AM and I ad-atom case, where the

accumulated and depleted charges were dispersed homogeneously over the SLG (Figure

7.4(k-o)). The charge-density maps along the [100] viewing direction shown in Figure

7.5(m-p) demonstrate the separation of charges at the interface between SLG and AI

dimers. The dimer exhibits a charge accumulation at the electronegative I atom and a

depletion of charge at the electropositive AM atom. Moreover, a discernable separation of

the density of the electronic charge in SLG at the site of the dimer adsorption suggests a

non-covalent interaction between the AI dimer and SLG. Besides, the interaction between

the AI dimer and SLG leads to a depletion of the C-C bonding electron density in the

SLG lattice (Figure 7.5(q-t)). Notably, the depletion of electrons in SLG takes place

at the AI dimer adsorption site (Figure 7.5(q-s)), with the exception of CsI, where a

reduction of the electron density is not localized at the site of adsorption, but is rather

reduced homogenously from the SLG surface as observed in Figure 7.5t due to the overall

reduction in (red) color intensity. This behavior can be attributed to its increased height

of adsorption compared to other AI dimers (c.f. Table 7.2), that in turn minimizes its

interaction strength with respect to SLG, and therefore fail to induce noticeable buckling

in the underlying SLG sheet.

Table 7.2: Quantifying the electronic interaction of Alkali-iodide dimers with SLG.

System Ead (eV) Ef (eV) q (e−) ∆d (Å) Nature

NaI-SLG 4.30 -2.30 ±0.8 2.89/3.69 Ionic

KI-SLG 4.35 -2.10 ±0.6 3.03/3.22 Ionic

RbI-SLG 4.40 -2.10 ±0.7 3.13/3.29 Ionic

CsI-SLG 4.46 -2.33 -0.9/0.8 3.72/3.71 Ionic
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7.4 Calculation of Binding-Energy

A direct consequence of the charge depletion between carbon atoms is a reduction in their

binding energy. In order to verify this, two carbon atoms were selected in the vicinity

of either the AI dimer, the AM ad-atom, or the I ad-atom adsorption sites, and their

corresponding binding energies (Eb) were calculated. Carbon atoms at different distances

from the ad-atom/dimer were selected for the calculations, which are denoted as ”near”

and ”far” (Figure 7.8). The binding energies for the two cases were computed using the

following equation:

Eb = Ev + Es − ET (7.2)

where Eb is the binding energy, Ev the total energy of the combined system with

a C-atom vacancy at the selected site, Es the total energy of a single carbon atom in

SLG, and ET the total energy of the combined system. The calculated values for both

dimer and ad-atom cases are given in Table 7.3. The calculated Eb for the AI dimers is

approximately half the value for the AM and I ad-atoms. For instance, Eb calculated

for the nearest carbon atom in SLG is 13.43 eV underneath a Na ad-atom, whereas it

is 6.46 eV underneath the NaI dimer, suggesting that the C-C bond has weakened by

approximately a factor of two near the adsorption site of the NaI dimer as compared to

that of the Na ad-atom. This trend is common for both the ”near” and ”far” carbon

atoms. Moreover, Eb calculated for pristine SLG is 18.26 eV, which is higher than those

values calculated for the AI dimer, AM and I ad-atom cases. The average reduction of Eb

upon AM adsorption is ∼3.5 eV, whereas it is 11.4 eV for the AI dimer adsorption.

The reduction in Eb undeniably facilitates bond breaking, e.g. during electron irradi-

ation. The fast electrons in the TEM can break bonds, whenever the energy imparted

to the target atom exceeds its ejection threshold value. To quantify this process, first-

principles DFT molecular dynamics (DFT-MD) simulations were performed (see section

B in Appendix) and displacement-threshold energies (Td) of carbon atoms in SLG were

determined in the presence of AI dimers, AM, and I ad-atoms at an electron kinetic energy

of 80 keV (Figure 9.1 and 9.2 in Appendix and Table 7.3). Td calculated for the carbon

atom in pristine SLG yielded 21.38 eV, which is in good agreement with the previously

reported value of 21.37 eV that considers van-der-Waals corrections.[132] In comparison

to pristine SLG, Td was reduced by 2.33 eV to 4.34 eV for the AI dimer, by 1.81 eV to

1.94 eV for the AM, and by 0.74 eV for the I ad-atom case. As expected from the change

in Eb, this shows that the carbon atoms situated near the AI dimer adsorption site require

less energy to be completely displaced from the SLG lattice compared to carbon atoms
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Figure 7.8: Red and green circles with dash lines denote carbon atoms that were selected

as ”near” and ”far” for calculating the binding energy. Threshold energy and cross-section

of displacement calculation for AM, I, and AI dimer, respectively.

closer to the AM and I ad-atoms.

Based on calculated Td values for carbon atoms, their corresponding theoretical

cross-sections for displacement, ρd, were calculated using the modified McKinley and

Feshbach equation[55, 132] in which the Gaussian distribution of atomic vibrations are

included (see section C of Total cross-section of atomic displacement with motion in

the Appendix). The cross-sections in pristine SLG are shown for comparison. The total

cross-sections for carbon atoms situated near and far from the AI dimer, AM and (I)

ad-atom adsorption sites, are plotted in Figure 7.9(a,b) for different acceleration voltages,

and the corresponding values are given in Table 7.3. At 80 kV, σd for a carbon atom

in pristine SLG is close to zero (i.e., ∼10−4 barn ), whereas for carbon atoms near the

adsorption sites of AI dimers the cross-section σd increases by an amount of 0.01 to 0.7

barn from CsI to NaI (see Table 7.3). The non-zero σd values in the AI dimer case at 80

kV (Figure 7.9a) implies that non-destructive imaging of SLG at this particular imaging

condition is not possible and SLG will suffer substantial knock-on damage. This will lead

to significant damage in SLG after prolonged electron irradiation of 10 to 100 s (i.e. 106

to 108 e/nm2 ), which is indeed observed in our experiments (see Figure 7.2(a-d)). In
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Table 7.3: Values of binding energy Eb, dynamic threshold Td and cross-section for

carbon atom displacement σd calculated for the AM, I and AI dimer case.

AM and Adatom

Case Eb (eV) Td (eV) σ80 (barn)

Near Far Near Far Near Far

Na 13.44 14.20 19.48 20.38 0.0039 ∼ 10−4

K 14.79 15.24 19.53 20.43 0.0037 ””

Rb 15.00 15.41 19.54 20.35 0.0037 ””

Cs 15.58 15.96 19.56 20.39 0.0037 ””

I 16.99 18.11 20.67 21.21 0.0001 ””

SLG 18.26 21.38 21.38 ∼ 10−5

AM-dimers

NaI 6.46 6.84 17.03 20.61 0.7081 ””

KI 6.71 6.72 17.67 20.96 0.2209 ””

RbI 6.74 7.18 18.82 20.92 0.0207 ””

CsI 7.53 7.73 19.05 20.92 0.0100 ””

contrast, σd for the AM and I ad-atom case remains practically zero (i.e., ∼10−4 at 80

keV (Figure 7.9b) and therefore, no significant alteration in the SLG lattice is observed in

HRTEM experimental images shown in Figure 7.3(a-f). Besides, the carbon atom situated

”near” the adsorption site shows more susceptibility to electron-induced damage compared

to the one situated at the ”far” position (Table 7.3 and Figure 7.9(a,b)).
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Figure 7.9: Calculated displacement cross-section for a carbon atom in SLG at 80 keV.

(a) AI-dimer case (b) AM and I ad-atom case. Solid lines represent a ”near” carbon atom

and corresponding dashed line represents a ”far” carbon atom.
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7.5 Rate of Etching

During extended electron irradiation, the size of the graphene holes in the presence of

alkali-iodide increases. For all alkali-iodides (NaI, KI, RbI, and CsI), the rate of the

graphene-pore expansion during continuous electron irradiation was measured. The

contours of the holes formed in graphene sheets are not exactly circular, but irregular

and therefore the quantification of the SLG-hole growth is performed by measuring the

hole perimeter as a function of time and is plotted in Figure 7.11. In Figure 7.10(a-d), I

show the time dependence of the hole growth in SLG at an electron current density of

1.16×106 e/nm2/s. The edges of the holes shown in Figure 7.10(a-d) are decorated with

Cs and I ions. These ions migrate along the periphery of the hole under electron-beam

irradiation. The perimeter of the hole increases from 3.5 nm to 9.3 nm after 129 s and

the rate of growth of the perimeter is 0.04 nm/s (or 2.4 nm/min). Here, the hole-growth

rate is evaluated from the slopes of the linear fit to the plotted data points representing

increase in the hole perimeter as a function of time. Furthermore, the rate of etching

was computed for four different holes for every alkali-iodides (NaI, KI, RbI and CsI) and

are tabulated in Table 7.4. The average values of the different slopes for all samples are

plotted in Figure 7.11. In general during HRTEM imaging, the reservoir of ionic species

along the hole edge does not disappear as the hole expands and their participation is

uninterrupted during the etching process, until it leads to the complete destruction of the

graphene membrane in the course of time.

Etching is not only observed in SLG, but also in BLG in the presence of Cs and I

ions. It was found that initially a hole is formed in only one of the two layers, and only

in a later stage the second layer is etched as well. Figure 7.10(e-h) shows the expansion

of a hole in bilayer graphene from 7.2 nm to 13.2 nm during a period of 564 seconds.

The edge of the hole is marked by a dashed yellow line. The Moiré pattern outside the

hole is a signature of BLG with 4◦ twist between two SLG sheets. In the interior of the

yellow dashed line, we observe the lattice of SLG. This shows selective etching of one

layer. Similar to the case of SLG, Cs and I ions are attached to the edge of the hole.

After 244 seconds (Figure 7.10f), the perimeter of the hole has increased to 8.2 nm and

still only one layer is affected by the etching process. After 421 s (Figure 7.10g), the

perimeter of the hole has increased to 12 nm and, in the top left edge of the hole, one

can see that etching has begun in the second carbon layer, marked by a dashed red line.

Interestingly, I observe that the rate of hole growth in BLG is approximately 3 times

slower compared to SLG (see Table 7.4). CsI etches BLG much slower than SLG. This

can be understood from the stronger bonding of C atoms in BLG because of the presence

of the second graphene layer.
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Figure 7.10: Time-sequence of hole expansion during 80 kV electron irradiation in SLG

and BLG with CsI, Cs, I and with only the electron beam. Increase in the perimeter of a

hole in SLG (a-d) and BLG (e-h) with CsI. (i-l) Enlargement of a SLG pore by electron

irradiation only. Increase in the perimeter of a hole in SLG with Cs atoms (m-p) and I

atoms (q-t).
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Figure 7.11: Plot comparing the average rate of etching values calculated for CsI, RbI, KI,

NaI, I Cs adsorbed on SLG and CsI on BLG. Also shown is the etching rate for pristine

SLG under electron irradiation.

In the attempt to ascertain the influence of Cs and I ions in the etching procedure,

I analyzed the rate of hole growth in pristine SLG under electron irradiation at 80 kV,

in the absence of Cs and I ions. Defect-free, pristine SLG is robust and highly stable

under 80 kV electron irradiation in the TEM. The maximum energy transferred to a

carbon atom in graphene via elastic scattering is 15.8 eV[62] and this value is smaller

than the energy required producing knock-on damage in the graphene lattice, which is

21.38 eV. Therefore, we started with two pre-existing holes and observed their growth

under electron irradiation (Figure 7.10(i-l)). The holes grow as the threshold for atom

displacement from the edge of the hole is well below 15.8 eV. The rate of hole expansion

was calculated to 0.83 nm/min. This value is approximately three times smaller than

the average etching rate for SLG pores in the presence of Cs and I ions. Furthermore,

the rate of graphene pore expansion was studied in SLG, when Cs (Figure 7.10(m–p))

and I atoms (Figure 7.10(q–t)) were individually present at the pre-existing SLG pore

edges. In this case, we found a lower density of ions along the hole edges as compared

to the situation, where Cs and I ions are present simultaneously. The calculated rate of

growth of the SLG hole perimeter is 0.52 nm/min for Cs and 0.48 nm/min for I (Table
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7.4). Surprisingly, this rate of hole growth is smaller than that of SLG (∼0.8 nm/min)

without any ad-atom species implying that their presence hinders the rate of hole growth

in similar irradiation condition at 80 kV. A possible reason for this may be the presence

of graphitized hydrocarbon impurities (see Figure 7.10(m-t)) at the edges of the holes,

which may impede hole growth.

Table 7.4: Comparison of average graphene etching rates, calculated from multiple holes

in each case of CsI, RbI, KI, NaI, I, and Cs adsorption on SLG. In addition, the average

etching rate of BLG is presented for CsI adsorption. The electron acceleration voltage

was 80 kV.

System SLG+CsI SLG+RbI SLG+KI SLG+NaI SLG+I SLG+Cs SLG+(e−) BLG+CsI

Rate of

Etching

(nm/min)

1.86 ± 0.34 1.1 ± 0.6 2.33 ± 1.29 1.15 ± 0.24 0.48 ± 0.06 0.52 ± 0.12 0.83 ± 0.08 0.6 ± 0.06

These results imply that the individual Cs and I atoms interact weakly with the SLG

hole edge in comparison to CsI. Therefore, the mechanism of hole expansion is hardly

affected by the presence of only Cs or I atoms. The rate of etching evaluated for other AI

ionic species (KI, RbI, and NaI) are tabulated in Table 7.4). The values of NaI and RbI

are lower than for CsI, but approximately twice the values for pure I or Cs adsorption.

This is a clear evidence that the simultaneous presence of alkali- and iodide-ionic species

stabilizes their occupancy at the SLG-hole edges and consequently dictate a higher rate

of SLG-hole growth. Moreover, the rate of hole expansion in pristine SLG is similar to

the growth rate calculated for pores in BLG decorated with Cs or I ions. These results

demonstrate that AI atomic species act as reliable catalyst agents for etching SLG under

electron-beam irradiation. They are not consumed during the etching process, as it is the

case for lighter atoms, like Si, which experience considerable momentum transfer from

the fast electrons at 80 kV.

7.6 Conclusion

In summary, we studied the stability of SLG in the presence of AI dimers and AM or

I atoms under the influence of electron irradiation. We combined experimental results

obtained in the TEM with a thorough theoretical analysis and showed that adsorption
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of AI dimers on SLG leads to a weakening of C-C bonds and consequently reduces the

threshold energy for carbon-atom displacement. Consequently, SLG damage is pronounced

for an electron kinetic energy of 80 keV, whereas under these conditions no damage is

observed in pristine SLG. Thus, AI species play a central role in the etching process by

catalyzing the bond breaking reaction in SLG. Our assertion is that it is the pairing of two

atomic species of opposite ionic character, which dramatically reduces the carbon-bonding

energy in SLG. This effect is not observed, if only AM or I atom species are deposited on

SLG. Hence, the observed process can be termed ”atom-pair catalysis” to highlight the

cumulative phenomenon of the hetero-nuclear atomic species. We note that this is different

from ”di-atom catalysis”, where two atoms of the same species (i.e. a platinum-dimer)

participate in the hydrolysis of ammonia borane.[133]
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Chapter 8

Summary & Outlook

In summary, I have presented a robust and reliable method to deposit chemically pure

species on freestanding graphene and to perform atomic-scale characterization. This

was achieved by a combination of ES-IBD and aberration-corrected HRTEM at low

acceleration voltages of 30 to 80 kV. Under such conditions, defect-free graphene is robust

and an ideal TEM support film. Moreover, the electron beam in the TEM was not only

employed as a characterization tool, but also as a stimulus of chemical reactions by

intentionally manipulating the adsorbed molecular clusters . In Chapter 4 I have shown

that the low mass thickness of SLG provides perceivable contrast of the deposited organic

species. However, small to medium-sized organic molecules, whose structural integrity was

solely dependent on C-H bond did not survive under the electron dose required for TEM

characterization. The high ejection cross-section of H atoms at lower electron acceleration

voltages caused such molecular species to disintegrate and thus inhibited their structural

characterization. However, very large globular proteins showed resistance against electron

irradiation and by analyzing series of beam-sensitive molecular species, I could identify

those molecular species that are suited for atomic-scale studies at 60-80 kV acceleration

voltage.

The salient feature of ES-IBD equipped with mass-analyzer is its ability to mass select

the desired species and provide exceptional chemical purity for the deposited species. This,

I have demonstrated in Chapter 5 by periodic and systematic characterization of the

PTA molecule on SLG using HRTEM, which was further validated by performing multi-

slice HRTEM image simulations. Moreover, by performing detailed statistical analysis,

the versatility of the ES-IBD in achieving desired morphology via surface modification

by either varying the landing energy or molecular coverage during the deposition was

demonstrated.

Structural configuration of alkali-halide clusters produced in the gas phase have not
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only been extensively analyzed by various mass-spectrometry techniques, but also are

under current intense investigation to identify the most stable structures, analogous to the

widely known magic-number clusters. In Chapter 6 I have discussed the electron-beam-

induced formation of regular features of alkali-iodide atomic clusters on SLG. Intriguingly,

for CsI and RbI a variety of clusters was observed with 4-atom clusters being the most

frequent. For alkali-iodides with lighter alkali-metal atoms the 4-atom clusters were the

only ones observed. Moreover, using prolonged electron-beam exposure, formation of 2D

crystals of alkali-iodide on SLG and BLG were found, with the exception of RbI.

Finally, in Chapter 7, using HRTEM results and first-principles DFT calculations,

the interaction of alkali, iodine and alkali-iodide species with SLG was discussed. The

chapter elucidated the reason behind the distinct ”catalyst-like” role of alkali-iodide for

etching of SLG when exposed to the electron beam. Most importantly, the observed

catalytic behavior in the case of simultaneous presence of alkali and halide species, has

been addressed comprehensively.

Outlook

In this work, it was shown that preparing TEM samples for molecular imaging in

AC-TEM via ES-IBD equipped with mass-filter is an excellent approach as it provides high

chemical stability, direct control over molecular coverage and landing energies. However,

in this process, currently the purity of the sample is sacrificed to some extent, when

transferring the TEM-grid from the ES-IBD deposition chamber which is at high vacuum

to the TEM sample chamber. This process exposes the freshly deposited surface to the

ambient condition, where impurities can adsorb on the surface and alter the chemistry

of the sample, e.g. by oxidation. Therefore, by incorporating a high-vacuum suitcase

to transfer the TEM-sample from ES-IBD directly to the TEM sample chamber, which

already exists for the STM /AFM set-up [34, 134, 135] can help to further enhance the

purity of the prepared samples for HRTEM imaging.

As the electron dose is often a limiting factor for the study of small molecular clusters,

we have to strive for more dose-efficient imaging techniques. Here, ptychography tech-

niques [136] at low to medium voltages (30-80 kV) can be a promising approach to extract

destruction-free imaging without the need to cool the samples to cryo-temperatures.

Significant information can be extracted from atom-by-atom electron energy-loss

spectroscopy (EELS) in explaining the adsorption and formation of 2D-cyrstals of alkali-

iodides on SLG and BLG. Moreover, EELS can be used to study plasmon excitations,

which can provide information related to intercalation. Such information is difficult to

obtain using HRTEM. Besides, EELS incorporating high-speed acquisition with new direct-

detection cameras can help acquiring chemical information of beam-sensitive 2D-crystals,
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which are prone to electron-beam-induced damage.

Moreover, electron-beam-induced molecular cluster formation is an intricate process,

especially when it involves multiple atomic species. Investigation of regular atomic clusters

via EELS and DFT calculations can further improve/advance our understanding of the

the nature of interaction between the alkali-iodide clusters and the graphene surface.

This can provide useful insight to unravel the mystery to why some alkali-iodide species

show less or high probability in forming certain regular atomic clusters on SLG and

others don’t. Furthermore, EELS investigations of atomic clusters will be also of prime

importance to explain the presence or absence of defect sites on SLG underlying the

observed atomic-clusters, which is in principle difficult to discern in an HRTEM image.

Having explored the behavior of alkali iodides on SLG as an etchant in the presence of

an electron beam, it will be interesting to explore their behavior on different 2D-materials

such as MoS2, h-BN and various other transition metal-di-chalcogenides, which offer

similar or slightly different electronic properties as compared to graphene.

Finally, ES-IBD with AC-TEM and EELS provides a perfect playground to explore and

design ex-situ and in-situ experiments for an in-depth understanding of atomic structures

and interactions of simple and complex molecular species on a desired surface.
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Chapter 9

Appendix

9.1 A: Density Functional Theory

The electronic structure calculation is based on the density functional theory (DFT), as

implemented in the Quantum Espresso package.[137, 138, 139] The core electrons and

ion-electron interactions are treated with pseudo-potentials. The generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) in the form of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was

accounted for treating the exchange correlation energy. The electronic wave functions with

a plane wave basis are truncated at an energy cutoff of 40 Ry. Similarly, the charge density

is represented in the basis set with an energy cutoff of 400 Ry. The structural relaxation

process was carried out with a force threshold of 1× 10−1 Ry/Bohr. Self-consistent field

(SCF) calculations were carried out with an energy-error tolerance of 1× 10−8Ry. The

Monkhorst-Pack (MP) method[140] with (10× 10× 1) k-points mesh were selected for

the SCF calculations. The van der Waals corrections were incorporated with the DFT-D3

scheme. The interaction of alkali-metal ad-atoms with SLG was calculated by simulating

a (6× 6× 1) unit of graphene with 10 Åvacuum space both above and below the unit cell.

The optimum lateral (H,T,B) and vertical (z) positions were considered from the previous

calculations. However, the vertical (z) distance of alkali-iodide (AI) dimer is obtained

from a structural optimization. The electronic structure and charge-density-difference

plot have been derived using the VESTA program.[141]
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9.2. B: FIRST PRINCIPLES MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (DFT-MD)

9.2 B: First principles molecular dynamics (DFT-MD)

First-principles molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with a micro-canonical ensemble

(NVE) were implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code[142,

143] with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and a time step of 0.1 fs for estimating the displacement

threshold energy. The velocity of the atoms was initialized by a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution at 300 K. The projector augmented wave (PAW) potentials were used to

describe the core electrons, and the local density approximation (LDA) functional was

used for exchange and correlation. The atomic structures were fully optimized without

symmetric restrictions using a 1×10−3 eV energy convergence criterion. A (5× 5× 1)

Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid was applied to sample the Brillouin zone.[140] A vacuum

layer of 20 Åwas used to remove the physical interactions between periodic images. To

obtain the threshold energy, we tune the initial momentum of a certain C atom, until it

is just barely removed from the system, which corresponds to the minimum energy that

is required to remove the C atom from the system.

In order to evaluate the energy Td of C atoms in SLG, an initial momentum is given

to a C atom along the z direction to the target C atom placed ”near” the underlying

AI-dimer and AM ad-atoms, until it is completely removed from the SLG surface. The

initial energy of the C atom is set to 0.0 eV. The energy of the C atom increases sharply

due to the provided momentum. However, the total C atom energy saturates, and the

curve flattens when it leaves the surface at Td. By adding the kinetic energy of 2.5 eV to

the system (marked by the dotted line), Figure 9.2(a) shows the displacement threshold

energy that is required to achieve a complete removal of the target C atom from graphene.

Td of the C atom in SLG is ∼21.38 eV, (c.f Figure 9.1) which is in agreement with

previous studies. We evaluate the influence of AM ad-atoms and AI dimers on Td of C

atoms under 80 kV electron irradiation. The time-history profile of the interaction in

Figure 9.2(a) shows a slight bump. This energy increment is associated to the additional

potential energy, when a C atom interacts with the AM/AI during the ejection process.

However, after the C atom ejection, the energy saturates, and the curve flattens.
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9.2. B: FIRST PRINCIPLES MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (DFT-MD)

Figure 9.1: Schematic representation of the graphene supercell (a) showing the direction

of the applied momentum, which is the direction perpendicular to the graphene plane (b).

The target carbon atom in the graphene sheet is enclosed by a dashed red circle in (a).
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9.2. B: FIRST PRINCIPLES MOLECULAR DYNAMICS (DFT-MD)

Figure 9.2: Time vs energy plot from DFT-MD calculations, for a carbon-atom ejection,

from SLG due to a collision with an incident electron. (a,b) For the AI dimer case of

near and far carbon atoms, and (c,d) for the AM and I ad-atoms case, of a near and a far

carbon atom.
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9.3. C: METHOD OF THE DISPLACEMENT CROSS SECTION
CALCULATION

9.3 C: Method of the Displacement Cross Section

Calculation

The following section is based on literatures q

The energy transferred to an atomic nucleus from an incoming fast electron as a

function of the θ is given by the following equation:

E(θ) ≈ Emaxsin
2

(
θ

2

)
(9.1)

As noted by Meyer et al.,[55] above equation is also applicable for a moving target

nucleus at electron energies > 10 keV. In case of pure elastic collision, the maximum

transferred energy Emax conforms to backscattering event, i.e. θ=π. Nonetheless, when

the target atom is moving, Emax will also depend on its atomic motion.

McKinley and Feshbach approximation[144] is used to calculate the total cross section,

which is reliably accurate for low atomic number elements and for sub-MeV electron beam.

The cross section as a function of the elctron scattering is given by:

σ(θ) = σR

[
1− β2sin2(θ/2) + π

Ze2

~c
βsin(θ/2)(1− sin(θ/2))

]
(9.2)

where β=
v

c
is the ration fo speed of electron (v) to the speed of light (c), which is

0.04379562 for 80 keV electrons and σR is the classical Rutherford scattering cross section

σR =

(
Ze2

4πε02mec2

)2
1− β2

β4
csc4(θ/2) (9.3)

By applying equation 9.1 and equation 9.3, the equation 9.2 can be rewritten as a

function of transferred energy as the following[145]:

σ(E) =

(
Ze2

4πε02mec2

Emax
Td

)2
1− β2

β4

[
1− β2 Td

Emax
+ π

Ze2

~c
β

(√
Td
Emax

− Td
Emax

)]
(9.4)

Distribution of atomic motion

The maximum energy that an electron with massme and energy Ee = eU ( U=acceleration

voltage) can transfer to a nucleus of mass M that is in motion at a velocity v is given by:

Emax(v, Ee) =

[√
Ee(Ee + 2mec2) +Mvc+

√
(Ee + En)(Ee + 2mec2 + En)

]2

2Mc2
(9.5)

qMeyer, Jannik C., et al. ”Accurate measurement of electron beam induced displacement cross sections

for single-layer graphene.” Physical review letters 108.19 (2012). and Susi, Toma, et al. ”Isotope analysis

in the transmission electron microscope.” Nature communications 7.1 (2016)
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CALCULATION

where En = 1
2
Mv2 is the initial kinetic energy of the target atomic nucleus in the

direction of electron beam.

Moreover, the probability distribution of the velocity of the moving target atom in the

direction parallel to the incoming electron beam corresponds to the normal distribution

witha standard deviation equal to the temperature-dependent mean square velocity v2
z(T )

is given by

P (vz, T ) =
1√

2πv2
z(T )

exp

(
−v2

z

2v2
z(T )

)
(9.6)

Total cross section with atomic motion

The total cross section is finally evaluated by numerically integrating equation (3)

multiplied by the probability distribution of velocity of the target atom equation (4), where

the maximum transfered energy to the target atom exceeds the displacement threshold

energy Td and is given by:

σ(T,Ee) =

∫
Emax≥Td

P (v, T )σ(Emax(v, Ee))dv (9.7)

=

∫ vmax

0

1√
2πv2

z(T )
exp

(
−v2

2v2(T )

)(
Ze2

4πε02mec2

Emax(v, Ee)

Td

)2
1− β2

β4[
1− β2 Td

Emax(v, Ee)
+ π

Ze2

~c
β

(√
Td

Emax(v, Ee)
− Td
Emax(v, Ee)

)
Θ [Emax(v, Ee)− Td]

]
(9.8)

where Θ [Emax(v, Ee)− Td] is Heaviside step function. The heaviside step function

ensures that only positive values for σ is summed up. T is temperature, Td displacement

threshold energy in eV . The upper numerical integration is set to vmax = 8
√
v2
z

where Z atomic number of C atom, ER = 13.6eV , a0 = 5.3 × 10−11, β = ve
c

, me

electron mass, α = Z/137, Td is displacement threshold. e electron charge, Ee = eU .
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